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After a Surgical Operation 
Malunion, delayed healing, low-grade infections, and 
other interruptions to recovery can often be forestalled 

by building up the tissues with 

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites 
~~FELLOWS" 

a continued course of which, after a surgical oper
ation, will often accelerate the patient's recovery. 

Samples and literature on request 

FELLOWS MEDICAL MANUFACTURING CO.,Inc. 
26 Christopher Street, New York City, U. S. A. 
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HALITOSIS 
(AS DEFINED .IN THE CENTURY DICTIONARY) 

(Hal-i-to-sis) N. N. L. 
(L. Halitus-Breath . :. Osis-Offensive) 

Offensive breath, whether arising from diseased or neglected condition of the teeth, 
mouth or nose or caused by disorders of digestion, respiration, the excessive use 
of tobacco, etc., may be readily overcome by the deodorizing properties of-

LISTERINE 
Listerine is strictly antizymotic, it inhibits alike the acid fermentation of 
carbohydrates and the alkaline putrefactive processes of mixtures of meat and 
saliva, retained as debris about the teeth; hence, Listerine is antagonistic to 
the activating enzymes of · fermentation while supplanting disagreeable odors 
with the fragrance of eucalyptus, thyme, mentha, etc. 
Many dental practitioners who advise their patients to use Listerine daily as 
a mouth-wash, also keep Listerine in an atomizer on the dental bracket readily 
available for use prior to operations, in self defense against pronounced cases of 

HALITOSIS 
Lambert Pharmacal Company 

263-265 Adelaide Street West, 

You know that 
D&G Sutures 
are absolutely sterile. 
But have ;you ever <J)iven 
a thouc§ht to the 
safe~uards that 
make them so 
dependable? 

IN EACH CAGE 
ARE PLACED 

CONTROL TUBES 
PREPARATORY containin~ caijut con1:a!fi1.nat1~d 

_ ,...- TO STERILIZATION With a hardy strain of bacillus 
~~ in the cumol aut:oclave. the subtilis (sporulatinQ, hi~hly 

sealed ~lass tubes containin~ resistant). Mter sterilization 
~111~ the cat~ut and its improved these controls are cultured 

~~ storin~ fluid, toluol, are both aerobically and 
placed in Wire-mesh caoes. anaerobically. 

Another D& G .safeguard will be described in the ensuing 1ssue 
Send for interestin~ new booklet of complete information 

DAVJl§ & GJECJK,9Jl.NCo 
8urgiaol Sutu..re.s Exclusively 

Toronto 

211-221 Duffield Street ~ Brooklyn, N.Y, USA. 
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Clean Heat 

With the 

HACK FUEL OIL BURNER 
I 

"the Guaranteed Oil Burner" 
An abundance of clean, odorless heat-at 
once, for as long or as short a pe[iod as 
you require. 
Satisfactory operation in nearly I 00 homes 
and buildings last winter- this is the only 
test worth while. 
There is no guess work-we know that we 
can satisfy you. 

Many physicians have already installed them, 
and in every case they have been more than 
satisfied with the operation they have given. . 
Simplicity and reliability are noteworthy 
features of the Hack Fuel Oil Burner. 

Why not eliminate for all time the dirty, 
dusty, unsanitary coal fire heating? 

Write for descriptive fo_ld~r -C 8 

CORMAN ENGINEERING~ CO., LIMITED 
34 7 Sorauren Ave. TORONTO Lakeside 0392 
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MICRO UYELUIIG 
ELEVATORS 

Insure Accurate Stops 
and Level Landings 

NOWHERE is the necessity for level floor 
landings more keenly felt than in the oper

ation of hospital elevators. Otis-F ensom Micro 
Levelling Elevators embrace a comparat~vely 
new principle which brings the elevator to the 
exact level of the floor regardless of speed, 
weight, or skill of operator. Thus, with Otis
F ensom Micro Levelling Elevators danger from 
shock or jar to any wheeled conveyance is 
reduced to a minimum. 

Our engineering staff w ill 
furnish costs of installation 
and op"eration. 

Specialists 
in 

Vertical 
Transporlativn 

o ·TIS·FENSOM ELEVATOR COMPANY 
LIMITED 

TORONTO 
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AGLITE 
ALL GLASS 

A GLITE is unequalled for 
wards, corridors or bath

room illumination. Its all-glass 
construction makes it sanitary 
and easily cleaned. Its white 
finish is quite in keeping with 
hospital surroundings. 

NOSHADOWLITE 
FOR OPERATING ROOMS 

This light was designed in con
junction with several well-known 
surgeons. It enables the surgeon 
to work speedily and accurately. 
Noshadowlite is used in such well
known institutions as the Mayo 
Brothers Clinic at Rochester, Minn., 
and the Toronto General Hospital. 

We will he glad lo send descriptive 
folder showing lighting lesis 

and designs. 

Its strength and purity 
never vary 

THE complete confidence of physicians 
and surgeons iu the antiseptic and 

germicidal qualities of '' Lysol" Disinfec
tant has made it the acknowledged 
sta,ndard. Substitutes and low-priced 
products do not have the absolute uni
formity and unvarying chemical purity 
so essential for hospital requirements. 

We re-distill even the purest cresol now
obtainable. We exercise scientific con
trol over the methods used in blending 
the various ingredients. 51 Lysol" Dis
infectant is not only unfailingly uniform 
and chemically pure, but also pighly 
concentrated and alkali-free. . 

Bulk sizes for hospital use 
For hospital use, we supply "Lysol" 
Disinfectant in single gallons, five gal
lqns, ten gallons and fifty-gallon steel 
drums. These sizes of "Lyso!" Disin
fectant are sold only to hospitals and 
sirriilar instifutions. 
For special prices to hospitals, write to 
Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd. 

Canadian Agents: 
HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CO., LTD. 

10 McCaul St., Toronto 
Manufactured by 

LYSOL, INC. 
635 Greenwich Street New York City 

/ 
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li-I0MJBW00D -sANJrTARilUM 
_GUELPH, ONTARIO 

A private neuropsychiatric hospital with special facilities for the study of early cases to establish diagnosis 
and determine prophylactic or treatment indications. . 

7 5 acres of woods and lawns with ample provision for out and in-door employments and diversions. 

Guelph, reputed as one of the h ealthiest cities of C3.nada, i s conveniently accessible from Toronto, Montreal, 
Buffalo and D etroi t. Address : Dr. C. B. Farrar, M edical Superin tendent, Guelph, Ontario. 

E ~~!:.:r l~t;f~bi~fto ~~~~i~~l ml~~s:~~~~~; 
properly marked . For identifying sheets, 
pillow cases, towels, uniforms, etc. , t here 
is nothing so easy to use , economical a nd 
permanent as CASH'S WOVEN NAMES. 
Sew t hem into everything t hat washes. 

3 dozen $1 .50 9 dozen $2.50 
6 dozen S2 .00 12 dozen $3.00 

Write for Style Sheet a nd Samples, 
or send in a Trial Order now. 

J. & J. CASH, INC. 
4 Grier Street Belleville. Ont. 

Cashs Woven Names 

Hospital authorities will appreciate 
McCiary' s co-operation 

Our expert knowledge is at the disposal 
of any Hospital authorities who are desirous 
of improving their Kitchen Service or ex
tending their present quarters. Technical 
information of this nature is valuable and 
has been appreciated and acknowledged by 
many buyers whose foresight has prompted 
them to consult with us. 

Our experience covers Kitchen installations 
from coast to coast. Blue Prints and Lay
outs submitted for approval without ohli
gation. 

Write us-

McClaryS 
Kitchen Equipment Dept. 

LONDON ONT. . 

Or one of our Branches-
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, 
Vancouver, St. John, N.B., Hamilton, 
Calgary, Saskatoon, Edmonton, 
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~OviALTINI' 
AND PHOSPHORUS ADMINISTRATION 

' - . 

IT IS GENERALLY AGREED 
THE lVIOST SATISFACTORY· 

THAT 
~1EA N S 

OF EXHIBITING PHOSPHORUS IS BY 
NATURI\L FOODS RICH IN PHOSPHATIDES. 

" Ovaltine," the Tonic Food 
Beverage, is made from ripe 
barley malt, creamy milk and 
fresh eggs-all·rich in·assimilable 
organic phosph'1rus bodies-by a 
special process of extraction and 
concentration which presents 
these principles in undiminished 
activity and in a form which en
sures prompt and complete ab
sorption. 

" Ovaltine" is a great help in 
those cases where it is essential to 
arrest tissue waste and to counter
balance excessive loss of phos
phorus such as certa in neuras
thenic and general debilitated 
conditions, pulmonary tubercu
losis, etc. ' ' Ovaltine" is charac
terised by being of definite 
therapeutic value, by being con
venient and palatable, · and by 
being reasonable in price. 

SUPPLIED BY ALL DRUGGISTS. SPECIALLY 
LOW PRICES ARE QUOTED TO HOSPITALS 
AND KINDRED INSTITUTIONS ON DIRECT 
APPLICATION TO TORONTO OFFICE. 

A. WAND ER LIMITED, LONDON, Eng. 

Works : Kings Langley, En g. 

TORONTO: 455 KING ST. WEST 

ADELAIDE 2194 

CM6 

V 
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HOSPITAL PLUMBING 
The attention of Hospital Superintendents is called to our 

-
Sanitary Hospital Fixtures · 

We carry a full stock of these fixtures and are in a position 
to submit prices on request. 

Our goods are the finest that are obtainable, and have been 
installed in some of the most modern Hospital Buildings 
throughout the Dominion. 

PURDY MANSELL, LIMITED 
63 -ALBERT STREET, TORONTO 

CANADIAN LABORATORY SUPPLIES LIMITED 

CANADA'S LEADING LABORATORY 
SUPPL V HOUSE 

LET US QUOTE ON YOUR LABORATORY APPARATUS AND CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS 

THE FOLLOWING ALWAYS CARRIED IN STOC,K: 
PYREX GLASSWARE 
J. T. BAKER'S CHEMICALS 
FREAS AND THELCO 
ELECTRIC OVENS AND 

INCUBATORS 
BARNSTEAD WATER STILLS 

. MICROSCOPES AND 
ACCESORIES 

WHA TMAN'S FILTER PAPER 
GENERAL LABORATORY 

GLASSWARE 
SILICA AND PORCELAIN WARE 
BACTERIOLOGICAL REAGENTS 

AND CULTURE MEDIA 
DR. G. GRUEBLER'S MICRO

SCOPICAL STAINS 
WHY NOT BUY IN CANADA? 

CANADIAN LABORATORY SUPPLIES, LIMITED 
439 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO 
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HOW MODERN SCIENCE SOLVES 
WOMAN~S OLDEST PROBLEM 

Why physicians endorse Kotex and recommend 
it to their patients 

THE invention and perfection of a product like Kotex is in keep· 
~g with the world's progress in matters of hygiene. 

It offers women convenience and comfort hitherto unknown. It helps 
prevent the periodic disability once thought unavoidable. 

Kotex is a war-time discovery, perfected to supply the allied hos· 
pitals with the highest possible grade of surgical dressing. The war 
nurses quickly discovered its value and adopted it for personal use. 

What it is 
just pure, white, porous cellucotton, a product which is 5 times 
more absorbent than the cotton used in ordinary pads. It absorbs 
16 times its own weight in moisture. It is light-weight, cool and 
comfortable, because its capacity for absorption makes clumsy bulk 
unnecessary. 

The orocess by which Kotex is made insures prophylactic qualities 
which make it invaluable from a health ·standpoint. It absorbs 
moisture as rapidly as it is created, therefore preventing any infec. 
tion from bacteria and the possibilities of irritation and other 
serious results. 

Let us send you a sample 
Only a sample of Kotex can illustrate what it is and what it will do, and we ask 
that you let us send you one. Examination will prove that you should recom
mend it to your patients in the interest of health as well as comfort. 

Other e-xclusive qualities. such as ease of disposition. are of more interest to the 
woman than to the doctor . There are other features of Kotex, in combination, 
which make it the universal choice of wo:nen and the preference of doctors. 

Let us send you a sample without delay. 

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO., Chicago 
C:madian Distributors: 

HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CQ., L TO., Toronto and Montreal 

€X 

Kotex comes in p:JCkages of /2, in two thicknesses, regular and the Kotex
Super size . ll is for sale eoerywhere in drug and dep2rlmenl stores 
and dispensed by cabinets in public rest rooms. 

vu 
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The Medical Profession 
should note that 

The Isabella 
Private Hospita~ 
and Rest Home 
94 ISABELLA ST. - TO,RON:ro 

is now open for patients. A Gradu
ate Nurse is in charge. Every facil
ity is given Physicians for the treat
ment of cases. Every room is bright 
and cheerful and the rates are 
moderate. 

Telephone North 1961 

ttfJeliciously 
{rajraat"' 

CHASE &. SANBORN'S 

SOLD ONLY IN 
Yz lb. 1 lb. and 21b. Tins 

50 

ICE BILLS . are 
RELICS of tlae PAST 

TO USERS :f'7f~J. Mechanical r "" Refrigeration 

Ice bills and the worries that go with the iced re frigerator are soon forgotten by the Hospital Staff whose refrigeration is produced by a York Mechanical Refrigerating System. 
The constant, low temperature produced by Mechan
ical Refrigeration preserves the foodstuffs placed in the refrigerator in prime condition. York Ma. chines also manufacture economically, the necessary ice for institutional use. 

Write us for information and prices 

CANADIAN ICE MACHINE COMPANY, LTD-
roRoNTo MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER 
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PLUTO WATER 
was a favorite healing potion among the Aborigines of the middle West over two centuries 
ago. From far and near they gathered to test its potency. To-day, it _ 

IS known, not locally, but universally, as an eliminant and a mild purgative, indicated in 
all disorders of the alimentary tract. Mild and effective in action, leaving in its wake 

no untoward results. PLUTO is in every sense 

A PHYSIOLOGICAL REMEDY ~e~~i,i~fi~~:J~;~~~~fi~~~!~i~ 
Samples and literature to the me-dica I profession on request to nal chaos. 

FRENCH L:tCK SPRINGS HOTEL CO~PANY, French Lick, Indiana 

Naumkeag 
Steam Cotton Co. 

Salem, Mass. 

QBQUOt 
SHEETS 

AND 

Standard for Homes, Hospitals 
and Institutions 

Selling Agenh : 
PARKER, WILDER & CO. 

Boston and New York 

~ttrling 
Surgeons' Gloves have merited the ap
proval of most of the ho3pitals in Can
ada and many prominent ones in 
other British Dominions. 
Insist on Gloves branded STERLING 
and insure complete satisfaction as 
well as utmost economy. 
The STERLING trademark on Rub
ber Goods guarantees all that the 
name implies. · 

Pioneers and the largest producers of 

SEAMLESS RUBBER GLOVES 
in the British Empire 

Sterling Rubber Company, Limited 
GUELPH, CANADA 

ix 
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Cellucotton } + ~ ~ -t ~ 

CELLtJ€c8!fTON 

Have you tried 
Cellucollon? 
Large testing 
sample will he 
sent on request. 

The Perfect Absorbent 
"Can it be sterilized?" is the big question in some superintendents' minds. 
The answer is, "It can." 
The American Sterilizer Company, after exhaustive tests on sterilizing Cellucotton, has outlined what it believes to be the best practice to follow. 
The company states that Cellucotton-the wood pulp cellulose now widely used in surgical dressings-can be sterilized perfectly, without resulting brittleness, hardness or shrinkage. 

I. · Cellucotton should always be sterilized alone. 
2. It should never be packed tightly !nto the sterilizer. If the material is jammed or crushed, the steam has less opportunity for penetration, and may produce hardness or brittleness. 
3. The material to be sterilized should first be sub~ mitted to a vacuum, which materially assists in the penetration of the steam later. 
4. Steam should then be allowed to enter the chamber for a period of 15 to 20 minutes at a pressure of 18 to 20 pounds. 
5. It is vitally important to draw a final vacuum to insure the removal of all steam, and the con~ sequent dryness of the dressings before their removal from the chamber. 
6. The small drain valve should be open slightly during the admission of steam to the chamber, in order that any condensation collecting be drawn off. 

There are two results of sterilization· noticeable in Cellucotton ; an expansion of the material, amounting to approximately 10 per cent ; and slight discoloration due to exposure to heat. 

Exclusive Selling Agents 

Lewis Manufacturing Company 
Walpole, Mass., U.S.A. 
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' ' NEED we multiply illustrations to _bring home to those 
charged with purchasing responsibility the obligation 
under which they rest to purchase intelligently? Sources 

of information are on every hand-the hospital magazines and 
year books, government publications, illustrated catalogues, books 
on applied sciences, and last but not least, if used with discrim
ination, the well-informed salesman." 

(Modern Hospital Editorial, June, 1923) 

Not long ago a superintendent said to one of our representativ~s: 
"You have saved our hospital many hundreds of dollars since we 
have been using Curity supplies." The reason, this buyer brought 
out, was that she had benefited from the market advice which had 
been so freely given. 

To give the needed support, bandages must be length~ wise 
strips of a firm gauze in which the warp and filler threads ar.e 
at right angles to each other. An uneven weave with criss<ross 
bias threads destroys the tensile strength of any bandage. 
The gauze in Curity 

bandage rolls is care

fully inspected to in
sure a firm, even 

weave; then rolled 

under even tension. 

When cut any width, 

firm, even bandages 

are assured. 

Lewis Manufacturing Company 
Walpole Massachusetts 

Selling Agents: 

Gibson, Paterson, Ltd. - Winnipeg 
H. L. Brown & Co. Toronto 
R. H. Paterson, St. John 

Xl 
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KLEINERT'S SHEETING 
The attention of Canadian Hospitals i~ called to 

Kleinert's Pouble··Faced 
Super-Callendered 

Rubber Sheeting 
It is guaranteed proof against water and acids. This Rubber Sheeting stands the test of time and service. It comes in rolls or handy squares measuring threequarters of a yard, one yard, one yard and a quarter, and one yard and a half. 

This Sheeting is soft, supple and · easily handled, yet firm. It has a lovely linen-like surface and has no objectionable odor. It can be sterilized without injuring it and ordinary heat will not affect it at all. 
When purchasing Sheeting, be sure to see that the name Kleinert's is in the selvage. That is your guarantee. 

Kleinert's Double-Faced Rubber Sheeting is an absolute necessity in a Hospital or in a private home where there is illness, for mattress protection, or for children's cribs. Why not buy the best ? 
We are also manufacturers of pure gum rubber squares in the following sizes: 36x45; 36x36; 27x36; 24x30; 24x24 inches. 

We would be pleased to gipe further information on application, as to prices, etc. 

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co. 
84-86 Wellington St. West Toronto 
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Invaluable to Both 
Hospital Staff 
and Patients 

With its cleanly odour,-its pure 
velvety lather, Life buoy Soap is a neces
sity that gives the pleasure of a luxury. 

Xlll 

It performs a double duty:-lt thoroughly cleanses the skin and 
with the aid of its antiseptic and vegetable oils, gives a wonderful 
healing and tonic· effect to the body. For washing all garments that touch 
the skin, the rich creamy lather from Lifebuoy Soap will produce the most 
satisfying results. 

Grocery stores everywhere sell it 

Lever Brothers Limited 
Toronto 

MERCUROSAL SUBJECTED 
TO PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST 

AFTER every practicable chemical any batch of Mercurosal that will 
test · has shown Mercurosal, * the prove fatal to a 2- to 4-kilo rabbit in 

new anti-syphilitic mercury compound, a dose of less than 40 to 80 milligrams. 
to be satisfactory, this product is sub- The standard is a minimum of 20 to 30 
jec,.:;ed to a test for toxicity on rabbits milligrams per kilo. 
of standard weight, these animals The margin of safety is impressive. 
having been found to yield more defi- Calculated on the basis of weight alone 
nite data than others. a toxic dose of Mercurosal for a man 

Mercurosal in solution is introduced weighing 65 kilos (150 lbs.) would be 
into the marginal vein of the rabbit' s 1.3 gms. or 13 times the recommended 
ear at a carefully controlled rate- intravenous dose. 
very slowly depending on the size of By m_eans of t~e chemical tests we 
the animal. The optimum rate of in- determme th~ punty ?f Mer~urosal, ~nd 
jection has been determined by numer- from that might be p.~dged Its. relative 
ous experiments, and is an import- freedom_fro~ toxi~I!Y; nev~r~hele~s 
ant item in the test. (j). the physwlogic toxicity test Is mvan-

0 
· ti. t .

11 
t ably performed as an added precau-ur .mves ga ora WI no pass _. tion. 

*Disodiumhydroxymercurisalicyloxyaeetate. Contains about 43.5% of mercury 
in organic combination. Relatively non-toxic and non-irritating. Adapted 
for intravenous and intramuscular administration in the treatment of syphilis. 

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY 
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Bell 
LIMITED 

TORONTO 
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Our Sundry Catalog 
awaits your request 
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Hospital Supplies 
Sole Agents for 

BRAMHALL DEAN£ 
HIGH PRESSURE STERILIZERS W APPLER TRANSFORMERS 

and 
HIGH FREQUENCY APPARATUS 

Our Specialties: 
Manufacturers of 

HYPODERMIC TABLETS 
COMPRESSED TAB LETS 

ELIXIRS, OINTMENTS, Etc. 
FULL LINE OF DRUGS 

A- postal requesting quotations will receive immediate attention 

An Ideal 
Equipment for 

Hospitals 

What could be more suitable .for th e entertainment of conva ~escin ~ patients in a hospi tal, for the amusement of the mrm.tes of a Home for Incurables or the kiddies in the Sick Children's Hospital or even for the Nurses' Residence than 
A RADIO EQUIPMENT ? The Radio is no longer in the experimental stage, but has reached a point approaching perfection. We can equip institutions with any make of Receiving Set desired and will guarantee good reception under any normal conditions. 

Full particulars and prices quoted on application 

GIBSON RADIO SUPPLY Canada's Largest Radio Store 104 King Street West 
Toronto, Ont. 
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IDEAL FOR HOSPITALS 
The attention of Hospital Superintendents and Physicians is called to 

Nature's Water. Softene., 
In the hospital, Refinite Soft Water makes for the highest economy in the Laundry De
partment, doubling the life of the linens and preventing the formation of scale in the 
boilers. 

The following Canadian hospitals have thus far been equipped with the Refinite System: 
MISERICORDIA HOSPITAL - -: Edmonton, Alta. 
SASKATCHEWAN SANATORIUM - - Fort Qu' Appelle, Sask. 
3ASKATCHEWAN PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL Battleford, Sask. 
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL - Moose jaw, Sask. 
REGINA GENERAL HOSPITAL Regina, Sask. 
WEYBURN MENTAL HOSPITAL Weyburn, Sask. 
WILLETT HOSPITAL Paris, Ont. 

We will promplly furnish all desired information 

THE REFINITE CO. OF CANADA, LTD. 
INCORPORATED 

Continental Life Building 

Advise its use-

--The

Marvel Whirling Spray 
Syringe 

MARVEL COMPANY 
25 West 45th Street New York 

Canadian Distributors: Meas.·a. MacLean, Benn 
le Nelson, Ltd. 489 St. Paul St. W. Montreal. Can. 

F.&R.'s 
GENUINE 

GLUTEN FLOUR 

Sal Hepatica 
THE 

STANDARD SALINE 
LAXATIVE 

Sa•plu tn request 

Bristoi-Myers Co. 
- NEW YORK 

XV 
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~tandard~~ 
PLUMBING 
FIXTURES 

For 
Hospitals, Offices, Schools 
Residences, Hotels, etc., etc. 

Made in Canada 
by 

Apr., 192-1: 

Standat'd cSanita-r~ 1Dfu. Co. 
LIMITED General Offices and Factory : TORONTO 

Branches.: MONTREAL HAMILTON WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER 

One TELFER DIGESTIVE Biscuit 

equals 32 calories 

A delicious biscuit, full of nutrition, about 
62 biscuits to the pound. No institution 
should be without them. 

Order to-day-:-refuse substitutes 

TELFER BISCUIT CO. LTD. Toronto Ont. 
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the Medical and Nursing Professions. 

VOL. XXV TORONTO, APRIL, 1924 No. 4 

Editorial 

The Confessional 

In one_ of the regular staff meetings of a big 
city hospital the records' committee produced three 
inadequate histories. Two of them were of patients 
operated upon by a surgeon not on the regular staff, 
but who had been allowed the privileges of the hos
pital. He had not held a consultation before op
erating. One patient had an important organ re
moved and the biopsical examination by the patholo
gist shewed nothing abnormal. The second patient 
-a woman-had her appendix and both tubes re
moved, and died after a few days from what was 
reported on the history operation sheet as peritoni
tis. · 

The operating surgeon was present at the staff 
meeting. He said he did not know of the rule of 
the hospital that a consultation was called for in 
all major operations. It was suggested that all out
siders (doctors) bringing patients for . operation 
should be notified by the office of such rule. The 
unlucky operator apparently was unaware that his-
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tories were required. This lapse was, in the main, probably the fault of the house surgeon. It appears he had been ill; and his supply had not written up ei-ther case. The operating surgeon claimed that the woman who died did no t die of peritonitis, but from shock. There seemed to be some doubt on the part of those present at the meeting as to shock having caused the woman's death. As to the case of the m'an upon whom he did a single o~chidectomy, the surgeon had made a diagnosis of tubercular epididymitis. But in the post mortem·room examination no lesion was discovered. 
T·o an interested observer this conference was a psychological study. The staff felt that their conjoint reputation was involved; the sisters that the name of the hospital was in danger: Explanations at least were in order. The thrashing out of both these unhappy cases in open meeting, though a somewhat unpleasant and t rying proceeding we feel sure will have good results; and the li3:_bility of a recurrence will be lessened. 

Nurses' Self-Government 
The Student Self-Government Association of the Illinois Training School for Nurses, desire to promote and maintain high educational and professional standards; to promote all enterprises for making their school more progressive and a better home; to create unity and feJ.lowshi p; and to regulate conduct of students. The management is vested in four members of the senior class, three of the junior class, two of the freshman class ; one fro1n the affiliated group; one of the hospital super-
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vi~ors, (a graduate) ; the house director, the edu
cational director and the superintendent. The of
ficers are four presidents, a secretary, a treasurer, 
the chairmen of the academic, social and "Big Sis
ters" committees, and school historian. 

The Council meets weekly: its duty is to pro
mote the purposes of the association; to inv_esti
gate and take or recommend action upon all cases 
of misconduct on the part of the nurses and fur
nish a written report to the Hospital Committee. 

The president, besides presiding at all meetings, 
shall call a special meeting on request of any two 
members of the Council or any ten students; notify 
the freshman students as to the date of their class 
organization; represent the Council at meetings of 

· the Board of Directors. The _first vice-president, 
beside acting in the president's absence, shall in
spect all late-leave cards, signing all those approved 
and reporting any others to Council at once. The 
second vice-president, beside acting in the absence 
of the other two, appoints all monitors, receiving 
and making cer-tain reports to Council. The sec
retary and treasurer perform the usual duties of 
such officers. 

The school historian shall collect, arrange and 
preserve records of all events pertaining to the 
traditions of the school, and record worth-while 
current events. 

~he academic committee co-operates with the 
Education Department to promote the highest ex
cellence in theory and practice. The _social commit
tee takes charge of social events. The "Big Sis
ters" committee assigns a "Big Sister" for each stu- · 
dent b€fore she enters the school. They do every
thing to make the home and life pleasant. 
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Minimum Standard 
In spite of the fact that the American College of Surgeons embraces and includes Canada; that Canadian surgeons agreed to this name ; that the College undertook to visit all hospitals (with consent), with a view to reporting as to how they stood regarding minimum standard, in some quarters an unpleasant impression was left. 
Medical men are familiar with the feeling. They often visit homes with a Queen Anne front and a Mary J ane back; a clean tidy parlor and a disorderly and untidy kitchen; in some homes the mater is always spick and span whether it be morning or evening, with her house in good order (though often it is otherwise). 
So when the representatives of the College visited some of our hospitals they found some things to criticize; certain departments were not functioning, or not properly. Some hospitals had rio records; others had no laboratory; others had no staff meetings; others lacked certain necessary equipm en t; others were not , in as good order as they ought to be, etc., etc. 

- Now the spirit that prompted the inspection of the thousands of hospitals on this continent was not one that contemplated any harshness or hypercriticism; but rather one of sympathy and eo-opera:. tion. 
And the College has done great work. Thousands of suggested operations have been prevented; .and as many necessary operations have been done more ,carefully than was the custom to perform them in the pre-inspection days. Many hospitals now keep histories of their patients-a thing they 
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never did before. Surgeons are desisting from the 
too co1nmon custon1 of fee-splitting, and altogether 
the hospitals are being better administered than 
ever before. 

It was inevitable that some of the more con
servative institutions would feel that these inspec
tion visits were, to some degree, unnecessary in
trusions and may have somewhat resented sugges
tions made by .the inspectors. 

Now that we have in Ontario and several other 
provinces hospital associations, all these matters 
can come up for free discussion; and when each 
hospital gets the others' points of view, it is prob
able the more conservative will see more clearly . 
how it will be possible to live up to the minimum 
standard. 

Convention Oratory 
An editorial in a recent number of The Nation's 

Health complains somewhat bitterly of the amount 
of "boring oratory" that 1nembers who attend 
health conventions have to listen to. 

"Patient objectors to platform oratory," he calls 
the hearers who return home with mixed feelings. 
"Such and such a speaker gave us the result of im
portant laboratory investigations, another an il
luminating analysis of statistical data, a third de·· 
scribed some valuable and original administrative 
procedure. But, Dr.-- how he bored us with ~n 
exhaustive history of child hygiene or anti-tubercu
losis work and a labored exposition of its well
known · principles ! 

"At every meeting we listen to half a dozen of 
these elaborately written (they are always writ-
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ten) addresses with their strings of platitudes. The presentation of new facts is always worth while, but if a speaker has nothing new to say let him in mercy remain silent." 

The writer's protest finds an echo in conventions of other bodies. Medical associations also suffer sadly in this matter. 
To have something of interest to tell belongs to many of us, but the ability to tell it is a gift of thr. gods rarely bestowed. So we keep silent and he who has no wisdom arises with full mouthings. 

Psychology for Nurses 
In a discussion of this subject by Dr. Donald Laird in the Trained Nurse, he opens by saying how helpful it is to a nurse to know something of the past behavior history of ·the patient. What is erroneously called the "mental make-up" is discovered by the trained observer by the acquired action patterns. These acquired action patterns must be scientifically studied by the nurse, just as she watches the pulse, tern per a ture, and respiration. Nurses in hospitals treating mental cases observe in a clear-cut condition the manifestation of certain past behavior histories. All nurses would do better work if they had some training in mental diseases. 

Laird claims that the bizarre notions of the mental patient are .not due to a disturbed soul or the afflictions of an hypothetical mind; but are rather disorders of behavior, and understandable in terms of the past history of the individual. 
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• ~tlrtteb 1\rtirlt!i ~ 
TWENTY-SIX HOSPITAL BEDS TO AN ACRE* 

A. A. Cox~ F.R.I.B.A., VANcouvER~ B.O. 
The subject of hospital architecture is a rather extenciv:; one, and I find it somewhat difficult to subdivide or condense it into a form proportionately with the time placed at my disposal. 
Having had personal experience in designing many hospital buildings in Canada, I haYe always found that there is much to learn from the medical profession, and must say that I appreciate the co-operation and advice I haYe received on many_ occasions "from those who have been closely interested in · the departments of administration in institutions of this character. 

As time goes on gradual improvements and new ideas in planning are noticeable, and at no period, perhaps, as the recent-past and the present, has there been such a demand for efficiency in hospital design. 
The war having played such an unprecedented part and demanded unusual requirements in . the various department& of medicine and surgery, the hospitals of to-day are calling for an increase of bed accommodation. 

SIMPLE DESIGN AND Pr.AN. 
The public sick must, however, be cared for and our efforts, therefore, be given to providing buildings of a simple design and plan, and all superfluous ornamentation abandoned in order to meet the handicap which has been set on construe-· tional progress by the increasihg cost of labor and materials .. It is possible even with the plainest designs to acquire pleasing results and with a good plan in which utility has been carefully studied, there should be no cause for complaint or disappointment with external effects. Some of the plainest buildings existing to-day are the most attractive and pleasing, and so long as they exhibit their true character and at once· 

*From a paper read before the 1920 convention of the British Columbia Hospital Association. 
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indicate the uses for which they have been designed their 
success has been achieved. 

In connection with hospital planning, it is necessary that 
both architect and public should cease to regard a single 
building as a complete work. Each building or unit in a hos
pital group has a duty to perform towards its surroundings 
and the whole site. It is not enough that a building be effec
tive in itself only-the point is-How much does it contribute 
to the general architectural scheme ? It is a mistake to sup
pose that the be t architecture would appear to advantage in 
any unsuitable location or place. The thing to be considered 
is-Does it harmonize with the s{uroundings and suit the cha
racter of the purpose for which it i designed-if not-then 
it will not be good architecture. 

An essential part of architectural compo ition consists in 
striving after refinement in relation to the individual forms 
which constitute the whole. These in turn lead from one part 
to another, presenting finally an effect built up of the different 
units, especially in hospitals, and in this way a distinct 
rhythm is jmparted to the design, and rhythm depends on the 
proper dividing up or balancing of the component parts. 

The internal arrangements and planning of a hospital 
should not be acrificed for external architectural effects; no 
matter how complicated the plan and gr·ouping may be, the 
skeleton of the construction in the hands of an efficient archi
tect can be made to suit the local conditions and requirements, 
and generally with satisfactory results. 

Architectural composition can only be termed good when 
it ostensibly shows the character of the purpose for which .it 
has been intended, for example: 

A power house, or factory, or railway station gener
ally show their respective characters, and a hospital building 
should also have a style befitting its own special purpose 
without an unnecessary display of ornament. One of the 
chief features desirable in a hospital is ample fenestration, or 
better known as window surface, and this to a gr·eat extent 
governs the style of building and gives a special character to 
it, and if properly gTouped and balanced, can be made to com
pare favorably with the best examples in other classes of archi
tecture. In many instances buildings in Europe, as well as 
in Canada, have been failures from the fact that the designers 
have sacrificed the internal plan and arrangement to the ~x

ternal effects, and when this occurs it cannot be pronounced 
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good design. · Experience only will teach the art of good planning for hospital buildings. Specializing is the o~der of the day, and buildings have to be made to comply w1th the methods employed. 

The next question to arise is: ~7hat do we consider the fundamental aim of a hospital? It is to aid and give service to the sick; in other words, it is the home for sick guests. No matter how high its standards may be on paper, or how up-to-date its laboratories, surgeries, sanitary and sterilization systems, no matter how imposing and beautiful its architecture, or how perfect the equipment in the various departments, or how fine the technique and efficiency of the staff may be the efforts will all be wasted, unless all of these activities 'be dedicated and directed to the benefit of the patients and service of the community. 
I-IosPITAL REQUIREMENTS SPECIALIZED. 

Hospital requirements of to-day are as highly specialized as is the medical profession itself, some catering to one branch, some to another, and still others to all branches of the medical profession. 
If efficiency and economy are the ends sought in building hospitals for either general or special treatment of patients, it is of the utmost importance that the designer should have an intimate knowledge, not only of building construction, but also of the various activities peculiar to the particular types of treatment involved, as well as the proper co-ordination of facilities and accommodation that will best suit the require1nents to which the hospital will be devoted, for the simple reason that the arrangements and grouping of buildings which might be ideal for a general hospital, woul<il not be at all suitable for , one specializing in tuberculosis and other forms of disease. An architect should not be relied on entirely to judge professionally about the actual' grouping of departments in the plans, the arrangement of rooms and wards, and the details of them. It is unjust to require that he should know all about hospital management, or the medical and surgical features of a hospital. One may as well ask that he be an expert in civil, ~echanica~, . and electrical engineering, an able manager of kitchen, dnungroom, or laundry, or even greater, that he be an able physician or surgeon. The study of each and every one of these professions is needed in a hospital. The architect, however, should be thoroughly acquainted with the general 
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work in a hospital, and the routine. of the institution, and 
genera~ character of the greater number of diseases, and or· 
dinary hospital cases. To obtain a thorough knowledge of 
good hospital planning, experience only will teach. Design· 
ing and construction are very intricate problems to solve. They 
need very careful study of the causes, in order to procure the 
proper remedies for failure, as seen in many existing ex· 
amples to-day. 

CoPYING NoT Goon PoLICY. 

Slavish following of past examples and hospital ideas, 
often "fad , ' will not lead to great succes ,. and copying of 
uch feature i not ad vi able in a new building. It fre- · 

quently happens, that when a new building is required, a hasty 
examination of various existing i:q.stitutions will be made, with 
the result that only an extensive collection of indigesti-ble data 
is made while the fundamental tucly of the ho pital re
quirements is lacking. It requires experience and very care
ful comparison before being able to judge the good or bad 
features of existing institutions. Great respon ibility there· 
fore rests on the board of m~nagement o_f a ho pital, when ap
pointing an architect, and they hould always seek and secure 
a well-known expert, and one responsible to carry the works 
through with intelligence and success. 

In regard to location and site for ho pital buildings, there 
should be ample superficial ground area an abundant supply 
of pure air, and all unlight po ible. They hould be suf· 
:ficiently remote from streets and railway , o that the patients 
may not be disturbed by traffic. N othinO' i more detrimental 
than noise and germ-laden air to convale cent patient , or 

, those who e vitality may be hanging in the balance, requiring 
every favorable condition to aiel recovery. Beautiful sur
roundings are mo t de irable for patient , e pecially in the 
convalescent stage , when they can pend the time very largely 
in the open air, under shady trees or groves. 

Svery hospital should stand, if po S'ible, in a park, rather 
than in the limited area of a city block. The perfect sjte 
should therefore afford air of the utmo t purity, a ma~imum 
of sunshine, and perfect quietude. Some of the larger hos
pitals in Europe occupy thirty or forty acres and upward . 
They are mostly of the pavilion type of plan, varying in 
height. Terraces on the ground floor, level with the :floor, are 
often adopted, enabling the beds to be easily wheeled out of 
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doors into the direct sunlight, or a shady nook surrounded with singing birds and blooming plants; such environment means rapid convalescence. 
As time progresses we find a larger proportion of sick persons o·oing to· the hospitals for examination and treatment. Form~rly only the very sick were sent to a hospital, nowadays many only slightly sick go to be treated. This is perhaps because it is economical to do so, and their chances of recovery greater than if they remained at home. In the modern hospital to-day the patient have the advantage of special examination by the X -ray specialist, and not only have immediate, ordinary medical and surgical treatment, but also obtain such special forms of treatment by hydrotherapy, electricity, massage, etc., and there is no doubt that the earlier the di ease is diagnosed the greater the chance of recovery. It is therefore advisable that sick or slightly sick should be admitted into hospital for examination as early as po sible. As I previously mentioned, mental happine s is the first aid to a patient's recovery. The body suffers or rejoices with the mind, especially when bot,!:l are in a sensitive condition. A pleasant exterior, homelike interiors of rooms, flowers, landscape, -decorations, and even pictures, are all helpful to recovery, and are therefore important and essential features in good hospital planning. 

The beginning of a new hospital building is usually one of relatively small things in many ways, but it is never small in comparison with its potential future. The- constantly increasing demands for hospital treatment assures the future growth of the institution, and this potential feature is a very important one, and because of this most careful consideration of the possibilities of future development is quite as important as is th~ study of the present needs and the method of meeting them. 
First and foremost, the needs of the institution, present and future, should be carefully determined, and plans should be sufficiently developed that all cost of the buildings may be at least approximated. 
vVhile ten~ative plans for the entire group of buildings should be outhned, only the plans for the immediate requirements need be furnished in complete form; but the tentative designs of the ultimate development are essential in order that the relation of the proposed or immediate buildings to those of the future ones may be properly wo1:ked out as a per-
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feet scheme. In other words, the real problem resolves itself 
into how to plan the first unit or units, so that while serving 
present or immediate needs, additions and alterations may be 
made to meet future accommodation and requirements at a 
minimum expenditure. The building must at all stages be 
a complete hospital in all its details, and the construction must 
be effected without handicapping present service. A proper 
proportion of patients and service spaces per unit must, at 
all times, be maintained, and neither sacrificed for the other. 

PRoBLEMS oF TYPE A :rn CAPACITY. 

The problems of type and capacity of the units of a hos
pital system are usually local ones and the guiding feature in 
their solution should be not only to serve the present but to 
forecast the future need . It is, I believe, computed that not 
DVer twelve per cent. of sick people, on the average, u e the 
hospitals ; all the others are being taken care of in their homes, 
and to a certain extent neglected con equently not recovering 
as rapidly as they should, owin()' to- lack of ho pital accommo
dation and proper nursing. Every ho pital therefore, should 
be architecturally as good a science can produce, and the 
equipment of the be t type obtainable. 

The vital que tion to settle when e tablishing a hospital 
is to ascertain what sort of building is nece ary to meet the 
local requiremen . It hould b c1 igne l o a to take care of 
and accommodate any kind of di ea e that may come along; 
for instance take a mining di trict where a g1·eater number 
Df cases may be those with broken limb and are to be long and 
tedious cases. In such cases the planning would have more 
particularly to con icier the male surgical ward accommoda
tion, which would be greater than other departments. Or in 
a milling district, where patients suffer chiefly from · eye 
troubles, in its way requiring dark rooms, each disease de
manding its special arrangements. Many other cases being 

-<>f an ambulatory character in which the patients are not con
fined to their beds. All these varieties of disease create a 
different type of building, and the architect should give 
special consideration to these important features, and provide 
arrangements to meet such requirements. Generally speak
ing, architecture in its decorative sense enters comparatively 
little into hospital design; the general construction, selection 
Df proper materials, and good planni~g being the essential 
points for consideration. 
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AcREAGE AND PATIENTS. 

In this country we are apt to be too economical in regard 
to land area for hospitals for the obvious reason that land 
is costly, especially in the large cities where large institutions 
are necessary. In England for many years a min]mum was 
fixed at one acre to fifty patients, but at the present day this 
proportion has been considerably reduced. I think we should 
establish a rule setting forth the area required for the pa
vilions, exclusive of that occupied by the accessory buildings. 
In Germany and France they are far more generous in the 
matter of site areas; for example, Hamburg Hospital, 37 to 
50 beds an acre; N uremburg Hospital, 40 to 60 beds an 
acre; St. Denis, France, 26 to 55 beds an acre; }{anchester, 
England, 46 to 50 beds an acre; :N ·ew York, U.S.A., 100 to 
150 beds an acre; Vancouver General Hospital, about 100 to 
150 beds an acre. • 

Hospitals may be divided into two types of buildings or 
service, viz. : 

( 1) The "Medical," for treatment of patients. 
( 2) The "General,'' for service or administration. And 

these are again sub-divided into various groups, viz.: 
The pavilion type; the corridor type; the combined type. 
The first type, or "pavilion," affords light and air on two 

sides and one end of the wing. 
The second type has a central corridor with wards and 

rooms on either side, and of course gets light from one side 
only, and sometimes at one end. 

The third type affords rooms more ' or less grouped to
gether, with projections from the main structure, which more 
or less obstruct light. 

It would be impossible for me now more than to mention ... 
some other varieties of hospitals, such as: 

Special hospitals for surgical cases; lying-in hospitals; 
hospitals for the insane; clinical hospitals; asylums, barracks 
and tent hospitals; contagious diseases hospitals; out-patients 
department; research department; nurses' home. Each of 
which has its predominating features and requirements, neces
sitating special study in planning. . 

~n examining more closely the principles upon which hos
pital planning and construction is based, it is hard to lay down 
any hard and fast rules, owing to the fact that the require
men~s upon whic~ the design and construction depends are 
contln~ally changing and progressing by the aid o:f new dis-
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co\eries and research, and buildings have naturally to be 
erected to meet the modern demands from time to time. 

Canada has produced in recent years a number pf interest
ing hospitals, notably: The General Hospital at Toronto, The 
Royal \ ictoria at Montreal, The Vancouver General Hos
pital. 

When we compare the great pavilions of the hospitals in 
Europe with the majority of our own institutions, '' e are im
pressed with the great ize Rnd extent of the institutions in 
Europe. The following features may also be observed, viz.: 
The disconnection of the main kitchen and m·vice blocks from 
the patients blocks, and the grouping of patients' blocks into 
definite departments to separate the di ea es, the adoption 
of sanitary annexe at the ends of the pavilions, the greater 
provisions for special treatments such as: hydro-electric thera
peutics, special provision for scientific research and pathology~ 
and also the spacious and remarkable laying-out of gardens and 
grounds. It is a question for the medical profession to say 
whether our own hospitals are equal to, or excel, tho e of other 
countries, although I believe it is generally considered that 
many of our Canadian institutions often excel in internal ar
rangements and plan, and sanitary equipment. 

An intimate knowledge of dimen ions of equipment and 
fixtures is most important in planning a ha pital the follow
ing items being worthy of notice. Beds are approximately 
three feet wide, ix feet ix inches long, and there should be 
a working space between them of at lea t three feet. The 
head should be set about sixteen inches to eighteen inches away 
from the wall. It makes not quite as much difference as to 
the width of the central ai le between the feet of the beds, if 
sufficient space is allowed for cart and wheel chairs, and for 
two per ons to pa s ea ily abrea t. Eight hundred cubic feet 
per bed is considered a minimum allowance of pace in public 
ward , and one thou and to twelve hundred cubic feet in pri
vate wards. St. Thomas' gives fifteen hundred to eighteen 
Lundred cubic feet, average, alHl two thousand to two thou and 
five hundred cubic feet in infection building . 

PosiTION oF THE BEn . 

The po ition of bed i a ubject to be con idered in laying 
out a large public ward. Xt i generally accepted here and in 
England and France that each bed should be placed between 
two window but in German and Au trian. ha pi tal , and some 
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other examples, the beds are spaced, disregarding this rule 
and often with satisfactory results; for example : The J ohns 
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, has beds grouped in pairs, and 
windows between each group. In England the local govern
ment bo-ard has made the following regulation : 600 cubic 
feet for adults; 960 cubic feet for children; 2,000 cubic feet 
for isolation wards; 1,200 cubic feet for military ho pi tal . 

In planning a new building it is important that an allow
ance be made to the extent of one extra ward or room to every 
twelve occupied. This will afford the management a margin 
to empty a ward when needed for purposes of disinfecting or 

cleaning. 
An_ ideal hospital would have separate rooms for each 

patient, but this is impossible, owing to cost of maintenance 
and service. German hospitals adopt the large pavilion type 
of wards, ranging from twelve to twenty-four bed per ward. 
French authorities claim that no ward should contain more 
than four to six beds, at any rate the tendency in modern 
buildings in Europe, as well as in this country, is to diminish 

the number of beds in the public ward . 
There should always be sufficient isolation room for sep

arating patients suffering with nervous di ordei·s and those 
suspected of haYing infectious diseases. Sizes of operating 
rooms are somewhat elastic and depend in a large measure on 
the wishes and technique of the surgeons. · 

In regard to accommodation, some experts have declared 
the necessary bed accommodation hould be regulated in the 
proportion of five beds to every one thou and of population in 
cities of over one hundred thousand; smaller cities needing 
about four to five beds to the thousand population. These 
figures are approximate, and would have to be varied to suit 
unusual conditions when necessary. 

SP .ACING OF pARTITIONS. 

Spacing of partitions is another important factor in laying 
out of a new hospital. The spaces between blocks or partitions 
should not b.e less than 60 feet clear. J ohns Hopkins Hos
pital has 60 feet, and many large institutions have similar 
spaces. Manchester, England, 65 feet; Camberwell, England, 
90 feet. As a :rule an· angle of 30 to 45 d~grees from the lowest 
under . cell of opposite building will be a safe rule to follow. 

Sun rooms at ends of partitions could be made larger with 
advantage and enclosed in glass in cold weather. They would 
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be of greater use for convalescents and feeble patients who 
spend much of their time in these sun rooms, and should the 
ward become overcrowded a number of beds could be· placed 
in them and serve as sleeping porches and under such con
ditions a toilet and sink _would greatly simplify and reduce the 
labor of the nurses, if located in or n"ear the sun room. 

Roof gardens are also used in some English hospitals, and 
are giving excellent results. They could be adopted in British 
Columbia with equal advantage. The climatic conditions are 
most excellent, and there is no doubt, as I have stated before, 
that surroundings and fresh air and scenery accelerate con
valescence to a marked degree. Suite of private rooms or 
wards on the roofs with gardens in our hospital would be most 
attractive to the wealthier class of patients who would be only 
too glad to a\ail themselves of such charming location during 
_the period of sickness. 

The cost of building furni hino·s and maintaining a hos
pital has increased very heavily during the last twenty years. 
The reason .for this increase is not entirely due to the intro
duction of ocial needs. It i caused :fiTstly, by increased land 
values, price of building material and workmen's demands for 
larger wages and shorter hours; secondly, improvement in 
technical equipment and fitting such as heating, ventilating 
and electric lighting and other sanitary an~angements, and 
the installation and maintenance of these necessary improve
ments. 
. The public demand for better housing of patients in the 
ho pi tal ha al o increa ed the eo t con iclerably · privatP 
rooms having a greater cubical space than that usually 
given in public ward , means larger and more expen
sive construction. A two or three story block is no doubt 
rather less in cost, cube for cube, than a single story block. 
Cost of roof and foundation is about the same; on the other 
band, walls are thinner and foundations less, and no stair
cases or fire escapes or elevators are necessary for safety for 
cne-story blocks, and the e are items wpich go a long way to
wards the cost. 

There are many other reasons for the variation in cost, 
uch as the proportion of public ward to private room ; 

economy of plan and the expansion of the fir t unit of con
struction wherein has to be located the service accommodation 
for succeeding units. The operating department which would 
be desirable in a fifty-bed hospital would be ample for a build-
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ing with double that number of beds, and so it i's readily seen 
that a small hospital costs more in relative proportion than 
one of larger capacity. 

A dozen designs could be made for any hospital, each hav-
. ing points of merit, but it is safe to imagine that onl.y a few 
of such designs would be ideal from every point of v1ew. If 
you ask the question : Is there to-day a typical and accepted or 
standardized ward limit ? the answer would undoubtedly be 
that we are undergoing a transitional period. The medical 
profession is classifying and specializing on variou diseases, 
and this, in turn, demands special attention to planning to 
meet the newer and modern requirements. 

The ventilation of hospitals was much neglected until the 
latter part of the nineteenth century. Since that period the 
subject has received better consideration, with good results. 
The question of ventilation, however, is still an imperfect and 
unsettled proposition. There are, generally speaking, three 
systems in use to-day: · 

( 1) The "natural" interchange of air by windows, doors, 
and sometimes chimneys, and this method i still finding 
favor, and being employed by some of the leading architects 
to-day in some of the largest and best public, a well as private, 
buildings. 

(2) The "asperating system" by mechanical means. In 
this method the vitiated air escapes from the i·oom or ward 
through ducts and openings near the ceiling, the ducts being 
heated by steam or hot water coils sufficiently to cause an 
"updraft," and to increase the efficiency an electric exhaust 
ventilator is placed near the top of the main duct, controlled 
by a switch when occasion demands. 

( 3) The "down-draft" system. That is, the fresh . air is 
introduced at the ceiling level and forced downward by means 
of a powerful fan located in the basement the cold air be
ing forced across a system of heats and th~nce into the flues 
under pressu.re. With this system all windows must be kept 
closed and au-proof, or the system would be "cross-circuited" 
into the foul air vents at the floor level. 

OBJECTIONS TO PLA "· 

There are several grave objections to the plan of abstract
ing the foul air near the floor. 

(1) It is oppos~d to nature's law of atmospheric pressure, 
and therefore requues the use of special abstracting contri
vances. 
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(2) The drawing down of the foul air causes it to be 
breathed over again, which is a most dangerous proceeding, 
and should never be allowed. 

(3) The fresh air supplied is apt to be forced in over
heated, in fact burned, and so made unfit and unhealthy. 

( 4) The long, tortuous flues cannot be kept clean, and 
will therefore become lurking places for dust and germs. 

The relative merits of the "upward" versus "downward" 
systems of ventilation may be estimated from the following 
considerations: 

(1) The natural direction of the currents of air from the 
human body is, under ordinary conditions, upward, owing to 
the heat it acquire in the lung being p cifically lighter than 
the sunoundino· air in the room, and thi current i an a is
tance to the "upward" and an ob tacle to •the "downward' ' 
ventilation. 

( 2) The heat from all gas flame used for lighting. tends 
to assist "upward" ventilation, but elaborate arrangements 
must be made to prevent contamination of the air by the lights 
if the "downward" method be adopted. 

(3) In the "downward" method in large rooms an enor
mous quantity of air must be admitted, if the occupants are 
to breathe pure, fresh air, or about three times the amount 
which would be found necessary in the "upward" method. 

VENTILATION REQUIRES STUDY. 

Ventilation is a science, and it requires long study to 
master all its complications. There is, perhaps, no other sub
ject with respect to which there is greater diversity of opinion. 
It will, however, be admitted that the system which secures 
the requisite change of air in the simplest manner is the one 
likely to prove generally acceptable. 

It has been argued by some that because carbonic acid gas 
is about fifty per cent. heavier than air, it is desirable to ven.; 
tilate by a "downward" current in a room, rather than an 
·•upward" one. This, however, is not accepted by some well
known experts. Prof. Woodridge states: 

"The carbonic acid gas by respiration from the lungs, and 
passed through the skin, is as thoroughly diffused in the warm 
air currents from the body as is the same gas made by a candle 

· or gas flame when once diffused in the air currents ascending 
from those flames. Carbonic acid gas when once diffused in 
air can no more settle downward out of the air and occupy 
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the lower level of a room than salt, because heavier than water, 
can settle out of the sea water to its bottom." 

One cubic foot of gas consumes the oxygen of about eight 
cubic feet of air. With a temperature of seventy degress 
Fa.hrenheit the temperature of the air expelled from the lungs 
is from eighty-five degrees to one hundred degrees Fahrenheit. 
It is the organic matter suspended in the watery vapor ex
pelled from the lungs and exhaled from the body wherein the 
danger of disease lies. 

VELOCITY OF FRESH AIR. 

The · velocity of the fresh air supply should never be 
greater than two feet per second, if draught is to be avoided. 
Investigations have shown that the evil effects of bad air are 
cl.ue not primarily to any lack of oxygen in the room, but to 
excessive heat and humidity. 

The principal symptoms experienced in a badly ventilated 
room are due to the influence of "warm still air" upon the hu
man system. Such an atmosphere causes a rise in body tem
perature and pulse rate, and fall in blood pressure and general 
feeling of discomfort, and a marked disinclination to physical 
exertion. Any temperature over seventy degrees Fahrenheit 
(except where air is in constant motion) is lowering to effi
ciency, and injurious to health. It may generally be assumed 
that when a room is so crowded that the floor area is less than 
two hundred square feet per person, some sort of special ven
tilation will be necessary in order to secure a reasonable 
change of air. 

It has frequently been observed that in the "forced 
draught" system of ventilation trouble has arisen from the 
engineer trying to econon1ize fuel by operating the fan at a 
reduced speed, or not at all. Sometimes the fan is doing its 
part, while wrong proportioning of registers, and lack of "vol
ume dampers" defiver the pressure so faultily that the air is 
changed too rapidly in one section, and too slowly in another. 

SuPERVISION AND ATTENTION NECESSARY. 

In an "indirect" system any desired combination of tem
perature, moisture, variability and movement can be obtained, 
if proper supervision and attention be given to the operating 
of the apparatus. Humidity depends on the difference in tem
perature between the air as it leaves the humidifying chamber 
and when it enters the room or ward. If the two places have 
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the same degree of temperature, the humidity will be one hun
dred per cent., but if they differ in temperature, say, by twenty 
degrees, the humidi~y will be only about twenty-five per cent., 
showing the importance of keeping the air at a reg11lar and 
equal temperature. 

Ventilation has given sanitariums a long chase. Air has 
been admitted to room at the ceiling and cli charged at th8 
floor level and vice ver a, forced in at one end and ucked out 
at the other and each method ha been more or le approved. 
Air deflectors and revolving fans and blowers have been in
stalled, windows have been opened at the top, at the bottom 
and in the middle, windows have been removed, and walls 
abandoned, and still the problem of perfeCt ventilation has 
not been solved to satisfaction. There is ventilation with mois
ture, and ventilation without moi ture, and with a moderate 
amount of moisture. The psychic element, I think, also enters 

'very largely into the problem of ventilation, and the only real 
thing that stands out as of permanent moment is temperature 
and cleanliness, and there is no doubt that if in the solution 
of the ventilation problems we gave more attention to the regu
lation of air, and to the age, condition and activities of the 
persons who occupy the rooms, better results would be effected. 

FEATURES OF HEATI :rG. 

In regard to heating: It is an open question whether the 
system of heating by steam and hot water have an advantage 
over the old style stove, excepting for convenience of operation. 
There are at least five main features to be considered, in order 
to insure perfect heating viz.: temperature, humidity, purity, 
movement and variability of air, and each is a very important 
factor in providing good result . In heating by steam or hot 
water direct radiation, it i not easy to obtain a constant, 
gentle movement of air which action is one of the chief fac
tors that make outdoor life so beneficial, and whereby humi
dity and variability are naturally supp-lied. 

To secure puritv in the air a di infecting system should 
be adopted. In connection with the humidifying of air, we 
perhaps scarcely realize the importance of the use of moisture 
in the air, and the extent to which this system is adopted in 
buildings other than hospitals; for example, the humidifica
tion of air is one of the essentials in cotton mills, wool and 
silk mills, bakeries, in the candy, cigar and tobacco factories. 
How much more desirable, therefore, that our hospitals 
should have all the benefits to be derived from such a system. 
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INDIRECT SYSTEM DEVEI.OPED. 

Indirect system is the most highly developed system of 
modern heating. The air is warmed by passing over pipes 
or radiators of steam and then blown or forced into the rooms 
or wards. vVith this 'system the desired temperature, humidity 
and movement of air can be secured, if operated by an ex
perienced engineer. The apparatus is subdivided into four 
parts: (1) The humidifying chamber; (2) The steam-heated 
coils or radiators, which warm the air before it enters the 
humidifying chamber; (3) The fans which drive or force the 
air through the building; ( 4) The ducts that carry the air to 
the wards. 

I-I0t water heating for small buildings is the better medium 
or system for "direct". radiation in wards. 

Comfort depends to a large extent on the lightin~ both 
natural and artificial. E very patient's room should have 
direct sunlight during some part of the day. The worst type 
of artificial lighting in a patient's room is the ceiling fixtures, 
for it puts the glare squarely in the patient's eyes when lying 
in bed. A room never looks so cheerless as when illumined by 
light diffused from a white ceiling, for practically then all 
shadows are eliminated, and shadows are most essential for 
the satisfaction and repose of the eye. In architecture and 
artl high lights and shadows are the essence of a design or 
picture composition. The study of light values is therefore 
of ·extreme importance. 

ILLUMI ATION IS l:MPORTANT. 

Illumination should, therefore, play a very important part 
with sick patients, in giving comfort to occupants of the 
various rooms, doing away with the garish effect of exposed 
lights, which are always annoying, even to persons in good 
health. !!l:any schemes have been put forth by various archi
tects and others for lighting a hospital, and many have fall~n 
short of success. The general tendency to-day is to conceal 
the lights as much as possible, and keep intensity fairly low. 
( 1) "Low" intensity of light, to enable nurses to wait on the 
patients at night; (2) A "medium'' intensity for patients' 
reading; ( 3) A "high" intensity for medical examination at 
beds; ( 4) Wall plugs can always be used with advantage. 
Where wards are very large, dimmers may be used. 

Regardless of any special type of construction, no hospital 
or institution of twenty-five or more beds should be without 
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an adequate method for giving fire alarm, and strictly ob
served fire drill of every able person employed in the building. 
The first requisite in protection against fire is the use of all 
possible care in not letting one happen. The second is in 
recognizing its existence quickly when it does happen; and 
the third is to he provided with readily accessible apparatus 
for extinguishing it. ' 

While reinforced concrete and other methods of fireproof 
construction (so called) have largely eliminated the 
danger from fire, too great stress cannot be laid on the danger 
arising from smoke. A fire may originate in the contents of 
the structure, and without injuring the building itself, but 
will generate enough smoke .to fill the corridors and rooms 
completely, causing suffocation, and often with fatal results 
or panic . . 

Special attention in planning should be given to the sub
division of the building, and ample means of exit for the 
various patients. Where possible it is advisable to have each 
stairway entirely enclosed by a fireproof partition, or lobby, 
with lower exit doors, as near the ground lev-el as practicable, 
thus eliminating the danger of stair walls becoming filled with 
smoke. 

In hospitals decorative coloring has a much greater thera
peutic -value than commonly supposed. Brilliant and violent 
contrasts have by experiment been shown to excite the nerves 
of sick patients to a degree causing actual distress. 

A few remarks on calor and reflected light values will per
haps be worthy of consideration; for example: the dark reds, 
greens, and browns will reflect only ten to fifteen per cent. o£ 
the light values. White, cream and yellow, up to orange, will 
reflect sixty per cent. down to twenty, according to depth o£ 
th~ calor. 

DECORATIVE CoLORING. 

The greens and greys are generally admitted the best for 
wards and private rooms, as they are easy on the eyes, and 
quieting to the nerves, but there is a limit to their usefulness, 
based on the amount of uninterrupted direct window light. 
For night use the white and cream are 'best, because they de
flect glaring points of light which are disturbing to the re-
pose o£ a patient. 

Time will not permit me to-day to go into details of equip-
ment of an up-to-date hospital kitchen. The subject is an 
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interesting, as well as an important one, and deserves much 
consideration. I would have liked, had time been given me, 
to have made some remarks on the military hospital kitchens 
and equipments, many examples varying in size, having been 
installed under my own personal supervision during the war, 
in British Columbia.. 

In concluding this paper, let me say that I have ventured 
these few remarks and suggestions, relative to the comfort of 
the patients, and hope that their enforced sojourn may be a 
trifle less irksome while detained in the hospital under treat
ment. I conceive it to be one of the functions of hospital_ ser
vice to minister to the speedy recovery of all cases, providing 
accommodation and surroundings which are best adapted to 
mental happiness, as well as supplying conditions and medical 
services of the highest order. 

The more up-to-date and perfectly designed and equipped 
hospitals we erect the more we serve the community at large, 
and it follows in fact that we are simultaneously improving 
our province, and indirectly enriching our country as a whole, 
as well as strengthening the Empire to which we proudly be
long.-H ospital Management. 

THE PROMOTION OF SURGICAL EFFICIENCY 
IN HOSPITALS 

JOHN B. RoBERTs_, M. D., PHILADELPHIA_, UNIVERSITY OF 

PENNSY::bVANIA_, GRADUATE ScHOOL oF MEDICINE. 

Workmen's compensation acts have increased the evident 
responsibility of those hospitals which admit for care and 
treatment persons injured by industrial accident. The moral 
responsibility existed before compensation laws were enacted. 
Nevertheless, officers of institutions doubtless feel the pressure 
of that responsibility more keenly now that business plants 
are compelled by law to pay for care of workers injured dur
ing hours of employment. 

There is little doubt in my mind that the amended com
pensation law of Pennyslvania, for example, has had a similar 
effect in increasing surgeons' attention to details and in
tensity of supe~vision of treatment, when industri;l p.atients 
come under the1r personal care or enter hospital service. It 
is much easier to fo~get to visit or to postpone visiting a 
wounded man, who IS not expected to pay a fee, than one 
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whose bill for professional treatment is guaranteed by stat,e 
law and the treasury of a mining company or a successful 
manufacturer. 

One indirect benefit to the community, therefore, will be 
an improvement in surgical efficiency in dispensary and ward 
work of hospitals and advancement in the scientific equipment 
of individual medical men. This gain will be found worth 
while to the taxpayer, the lawmaker, and the whole medical 
profession. 

An immediate result of industrial pecunia:rcy responsibility 
to the hospital ·and to the doctor has been a marked improve
ment in keeping records of patients. This is shown in steps 
being taken to have histories of previou injuries and illnesses 
and the details of treatment and results of the present wounds 
duly recorded. For years, many hospitals gave o little atten
tion to this matter that information was often not obtainable 
even in serious cases, subjected to months of treatment, with 
a reasonable prospect of judicial inquiry into the facts of an 
accident. I need not say . that many, perhaps most, surgeons to
day have no adequate record system of their private surgical 
work, so far as description of injury, the outline of treatment, 
or the condition of the patient at the end of treatment. 

The custom in vogue in a large number of metropolitan 
hospitals exacts unpaid professional work from its surgical 
staff. This enjoyment of cheap service is destined to be lost 
by the demand for greater efficiency than is to be obtained by 
its continuance. :No argument of value justifies the creed that 
surgeons should give their services to hospitals for their pay 
patients. The habit of expecting this sacrifice of time, 
thought and skilled labor without remuneration is a traditional 
one founded upon the old notion that a hospital was a refuge 
for injured men who had· fallen among thieves and been 
stripped of their purse and clothing. This idea is formally 
shown in the official seal of a ho pital in Philadelphia. 

Passage of time has changed gTeatly this status of hospitals. 
Now many persons are permitted to enter the wall of such 
institutions for free treatment, upon whom the donations of 
the charitable public are unnece sarily expended. Baltimore 
became a world centre of the highest type of surgical and medi
cal service when the trustees of J ohns Hopkins University 
brought to its hospital staff men of great intellectual and pro
fessional promise by paying good annual salaries. 
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Why should hospital authorities be satisfied with the fag 
end of· a distinguished surgeon's or physician's day? All of 
us doctors who have lived in close association with hospital ad
ministrative affairs know of inadequate service rendered by 
surgeons and physicians, whose private practice necessarily de
mands their more instant and attentive professional skill. Men 
of talent and high repute are to be found who will accept un
paid appointments on hospital staffs and then thrust the real 
work of their posts year after year on junior assistants. Of 
what value are such officeholders to hospital effici ncy? Better 
would it be to give short shrift to an unpaid surgeon and ap
point a wideawake incumbent at a reasonable salary. 

The abandonment of the fractional term of ward service, 
so common in the United States, will promote efficiency in t'be 
conduct of hospitals used for industrial surgery. By frac
tional service, I mean that the attending surgeons, and physi
cians also, serve for only two, four or six months in each year ; 
and at the end of these periods patients are transferred to 
another surgical chief. Under such schedules a serious injury 
may oblige a patient to have three or four different surgeons 
before he is discharged, improved or cured. 

The short or fractional term of surgical attendance should 
be discontinued. A continuous service from year to y ar 
under one chief, with junior surgeons trained to continue the 

, records, discipline, methods, and scientific efficiency of the par
ticular section of the hospital, will give the most satisfactory 
institution for treating injured industrial employees. :No 
manufacturing plant is likely to reach the status needed to 
attain a wide reputation for successful operation and a proved 
output, if it shifts its department foreman three or four times 
a year. The continuous term of surgical service need not pre
vent 'the employment with salary ·of a number of chief sur
geons. Each one of them, however, should have his own sec
tion or ward, manned by subordinates, who should remain long 
enough to develop into surgeons of discrimination and good 
judgment. The senior of these understudies should be given 
good reason to believe that, if proved deserving he is likely 
to become a chief surgeon. ' 

The nursing force should be organized in much the same 
way as the surgical personnel of a ward or section. Frequent 
changes of nurses in operating room, superintendent's office 
or ward service, lead to confusion and bring failure to obtai~ 
proper standards of nursing efficiency. The necessity to train 
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novitiates in nursing greatly impairs the progressive develop
ment of a hospital, unless care is taken to prevent an undue 
number of partly trained pupils being put into ward service 
at one time. Cheap nursing is almost as bad as cheap surgical 
supervision. 
· Hospitals desirous of obtaining income from large num
bers of compensation patients or private pay patients will :find 
it a goDd policy to pay the urgical staff and the nursing staff 
such stipends as will secure an intelligent, well trained, con
scientiou and up-to-date per onnel. It is proba1ble that it is 
the short, fractional terms of duty which tempt some surgeons 
to accept high po itions in several hospitals. Careless at
tention to duty i pretty certain to be developed by this at
tempt to divide one' devotion between three or four institu
tions. The ho pital receive half-hearted service, the patients 
are too often hifted to a new chief, and the urgeon himself 
con tantly come up again t ob tacles which cannot be over
cbme in a few week . The re ult i lovenly work and a 
divided lo alty. 

I published some year ao·o a prate t again t the adminis
tration of ane thetic by inexperienced ho pital a i tants. 
Thi peril to patient ha been con iderably le ened in recent 
years, though it i till a re pon ibility for further adminis
trative con ideTation. 

A source of inefficient care for the safety of per ons 
brought to the ward for emergencie is the a ignment of that 
duty to inexperienced doctor and nur e . Surgical alertness, 
trained judgment, and wise treatment are not to be expected 
from young phy ician ju t graduated from the medical college 
or in young women still in cla e for training nurses. 

An accident ward need the be t trained members of the 
resident medical .staff within immediate call, day or night. It 
needs at least one experienced graduate nurse, who is capable 
of quick action in medical and surgical emergencies · it needs 
::,upplies at hand to deal immediately with hock, hemorrhage, 
poisoning and impending death. There should also be suffi
cient muscular aid within call to be immediately available for 
ejection of midnight intruders or drunken busybodies. 

Improvement in laboratory in 'I estigations of disease will 
-probably be needed in some hospitals to make them satisfac~ory 
to the business men . who are required by law to pay the bills 
of workmen suffering injury in industrial plants. The advan
tage of having social service departments instituted in all hos-
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-pitals will soon be recognized by many more in titutions than 
5s the case at the present time. Persons injured through war 
casualties have been shown to need muscle training, psycho
logical influences, and physiotherapeutic ageneies, if complete 
or nearly complete return to usefulness is to be secured: A~
paratus of varied construction will be of much value 1n th1s. 
direction, in industrial surgery, especially when used in asso
eiation with social service or the so-called welfare departments 
of the reconstruction movement. Mental occupation, voca
tional training, and community treatment stimulate automatic 
reactions; and hopeful energy is of great assistance in many 
forms of ill health after sudden accidental di ability. 

My final topic in this discussion of defects in medical 
organization of hospitals is merely a coronary of already men
tioned sources of trouble. \iVhen the medical chiefs are negli
gent or inefficient the executive department is pretty sure to 
show evidences of want of grasp of the essential duties of a hos
pital. Trustees, however, soon defer to the medical staff in 
medical matters, if the members of the staff show energy, 
loyalty, and progressive, businesslike qualifications. 

It is when the doctors neglect their professional obligations, 
permit slack service in their personal assistants, and condone 
inefficient work in dispensaries, wards and laboratories, that 
the nursing units assume or are obliged to accept authority be
longing properly to the interns, resident physicians, and chiefs. 
The heads of nurses' training schools, the nurses in charge of 
the wards, and even the pupil nurses, not only live in the hospi
tal but have a continuous service extending over several years. 
The unpaid attending surgeons and physicians with fractional 
terms of duty are at best only occasionally within the hospital 
walls. The resident physicians and interns, who, unfortu
llately have no prolonged connection with the hospital, reflect 
the character and manners of their chiefs. It is not unlikely, 
therefore, that the tone of the wards will gradually reflect the 
personality of the nursing overseers. Hence it is that in many 
institutions for the sick and hurt there is too much assump
tion of medical authority by nurses. This is often seen mark
e~ly in the conduct of nurses in private practice afte~ gradua
tiOn. 

To obtain a perfect hospital, cheap medical labor must be 
giyen np, fractional terms of service converted into continuous 
Jesponsibility, medical demeanor and earnestness instilled into 
the minds of the surgeons and physicians, and interns and the 
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nurses taught that their function is to obey orders and to main
tain discipline in the wards. Poor service often arises from 
neglectful and careless demeanor of medical officials in hospi
tals. The medical staff, therefore, is usually the un·derlying 
cause of inefficient care of the sick, insubordination in execu
tive departments, and defects in nursing.-N ew York Medical 
Journal. 

ALBERTA HOSPITAL CONVENTION HELD AT 
AL AZHAR TEMPLE, CALGARY, 

SEPT. 6th and 7th, 1923 
[Continued (and completed) from our March issue] 

Let Ple say that one become a victim of suggestibility 
when one lets oneself be ma tered by a good talker, allow~ 
oneself to be carried away by his eloquence, without perceiY
in.g that he is an egotist a po etu-that he influences one to 
thoughts and deeds of · which ones rea on _di appro"Ves. 

The popular cure of the hour to which humanity accords 
temporary allegiance i at the pre ent time being demon trated 
by- the Rev. Dr. Price. I attended a meeting and heard a 
recital of foreign cure . We hould not be asked to accept 
thi recital of cures when there i ample opportunity to demon
strate hi my tic healing in our own ho pitals. If he is the 
special in trument of the Almighty in the healing o£ the sick 
and maimed at \ ictoria Park it i inconceivaule that Prod
deuce would not otherwi e be tow upon him equal powers 
to promote, the healino· of the poor unfortunate, crip.pled chil
dren in our Children Red Cro s H o pital, where at present 
there are many. 

Dr. Deane has been . doing wonderful work by the opera
tive route but this i a tedious and painful method, ancl like 
all human endeavor is not always perfect. I a sid Dr. Deane 
with many of these operations. I have talked the ~atter over 
with him, and I invite the Rev. Dr. Price to show his disci
ples that he is genuine by. the healing of some of these un
fortunate children. From the bottom of our hearts we will 
wish him success, and accord him every possible courtesy. 
What we would not do to ee these innocent little ones e1-
joy the li"Ves of healthy children. Let me give you a case 
that appeared here before our children's hospital was opened. 
It is the case of a little girl about twelve years of age who 
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· for· years was so deformed that she walked on ?er knees. 
After several years of such suffering the community became 
interested and she was sent to Calgary to see what surgery 
might be able to do for her. A little ether was adm.inistered, 
the spastic condition of her muscles relaxed. Sphnts were 
a pp lied to keep her from flexing her legs. After a few days 
they were removed, she was sent home and told if she eve1· 
came back like that again she would be properly s:sanked. 
She said she would not, and so far I believe she is as active 
as any other child. This case I believe is typical of the 
cures effected by Dr. Price, as learned from his own descrip
tion and from the advertising sheets as written by his agent, 
the Rev. Dr. McOrossin. If you could picture this child 
with her legs from the knees to the foot, drawn up closely 
against the thigh, and walking on her knees on a platform 
before an audience of ten thousand, waving their handker
chiefs in excitement, and there and then told, by someone 
in whom she had utmost confidence, that she was going to be 
immediately cured and ordering her to get up and walk, which 
she would of course do, you might form some idea as to the 
sensation created in that audience, and incidently what the 
love-offering would be when the collection plate came around. 

Take the case of Dr. Elisha Perkins, of N orwicb, Oonn., 
and his marvellous tractors, more than a hundred years ago. 
Contemporary historians agree that he was a splendid Ameri
can, and a devoted, hard-working physician. In 1796, be 
became convinced that he had observed striking ·bel}eficial 
results when the affected parts of patients were ~ouched by 
certain metal. Accordingly, he fused several metals and made 
a pair of short rods, tapering to a blunt point. · They con
tained a little gold. vVith these he stroked his patients. The 
curative results were amazing. "Tractorization" became the 
fad of the hour. "Pains in the head, face, teeth, breast, side, 
stomach, back, rheumatism and all joint and muscle pains" 
were cured by the tractors, according to Dr. Perkins' announce
ment. The bent straightened up and walked erect. All ma]a .. 
dies. yielded to twenty minutes' downward stroking with the 
magiC tractors. ??atents were taken out here and in England. 
They werG supphed to clergymen free; other professional men 
paid £5 a pair for them, while the price to the less fortunate 
was £10. 

Per kin~ became famous; he had proved himself a benefac
tor of mankind and his fortune was made. A magnificent hos-
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pital, called the "Perkinean Institution" was erected in Lon
don. Lord .Rivers was president and Sir \Villiam Baker, 
vice-president. Perkins' son was in charge, and at the enll 
of three . ears he published the details of 5,000 cases treated 
there although it was estimated that fully 1,500,000 persona 
had been "cured" in all by tractor . Finally, some hard
headed Engli h doctors proceeded to test their theory that the 
cures were the work of the imagination. They made ~omc 
"tractors" of wood, painted them to look like the Perkins' in
Yention, obtained the same re ult from using them, pub
lished these-and the bottom promptly fell out of the trac
tor market. The "cure" went the wav of all baseless "cures" 
that had had their day and failed. None of these cults have 
ever contributed an. thing to medical cience, or to the better
ing of the health conditions of mankind. 

Let me now during the short time still at my disposal, 
endea\'or to point out to you some of the works done-when 
God did surely answer the cries of his people by giving to 
the world such immortal benefactor as Hippo~rates, Galen, 
Harvey, Hunter, J enner, Pasteur, Davy, Wells, ~1orton, Simp
son, Lister, Koch Roentgen and many other , right down tv 

the discoverers of insulin. 
After the time of Hi ppocrates, 460 B. 0 . and of Galen~ 

500 years later, the people drifted into mysteries and fol
lies; and all the accumulatE;d medical knowledge of th<:: 
ancients, including even the secrets of anesthetics were lost, 
and were not again recovered until the middle of the last 
century. Throughout the middle centuries medical education 
was at a low level. Up to the beginning of the seventeenth 
century, doctors who had studied anatomy knew nothin~ of 
the flow of blood, nor of the heat of the body. vVilliam 
Harvey was the first to show that when the heat contract:; it 
forces the blood into all parts of the body. His great cli8-
CO\ery of the circulation of the blood was announced to the
world in 1616. Some years later an Italian named Malphighi 
discovered the capillary veins, that is the minute terminal 
blood vessels connecting the arterial with the venus system, 
thus completing Harvey's gTeat work. Much was now known 
about the human ·body and physicians and surgeons began to 
merit a certain degree of respect. - Surgery had previously 
been in the hands of men called bar her-surgeons. During 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centurie con iderable progre~~ 
was made in the advancement of medicine. John Hunter 
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was an outstanding figure of this period. He devoted himself 
to practice, and the teaching of his profession and t~e study 
of anatomy. Ife paid spe.cial attention to comparative ana
tomy, or the structure of the bodies of various animals as 
compared with one another and with man. 

It was one of John Hunter's pupils, Edward J enner, who 
in the latter part of the eighteenth century made himsel£ 
famous by the discovery of vaccination for smallpox. The 
ravages of this disease scourged all races. There were fe·w 
great ladies in Europe whose faces were not disfigured by 
unsightly pock-marks. After successive generations of vac
cination this disease has lost its terrors. vVben it occurs 
in a race; such as the colored race, whose ancestors never 
were vaccinated, its ravages are as frightful as ever. It is 
a disease which should be banished from all countries, as it 
has been from Germany, where compulsory vaccination IS 

rigidly insisted upon. 
It was J enner also who taught the difference between 

typhus and typhoid feYer, and now people who are likely 
to be in danger of infection from these diseases are vaccinated 
or inoculated, also. 

Louis Pasteur, early in the nineteenth century gave the 
first great impetus to the study of bacteriology or the study 
of microbes. Pasteur was a French chemist and while pro
fessor of science at Lille Univers.ity he paid a visit to a brew
ery and became deeply interested in the question, "Why does 

, beer turn sour ?" After much study and experim~nt he founrl 
, that beer, wine and milk are turned sour by the - action of 
living organisms called microbes, and that these microbes 
are everywh~re around ns; so he gave the following advice, 
"Keep your air free from· microbes, or keep your microbe 
from your vats, and your milk and wine and beer will not 
turn sour." -

He also discovered the microbe which caused anthrax. 
He became famous for his discovery of the cause of rabies 
in dogs, which was a terror to the people of the time, as a. 
bite from a mad dog was certain to produce hydrophobia in 
man. Pasteur dis·covered the microbe which caused this dis
ease, and later he found a way to make a person who had 
been bitten, proof against its ravages. As a result of his dis
covery this disease pas been . wholly stamped out in some 
countries. The Pasteur Institute of Paris, and an institu-
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tion of the same name in :New York, are memorials of this 
man's great gifts to his fellow men. 

There is plenty of evidence to show that surgery was prac
ti eel by the ancients, evidently with a good deal of success, 
even to the extent of doing bone g:rafts. Through the middle 
ages and up until early in the nineteenth centur. , operations 
were performed only as a last resort, because the secrets of 
anesthesia, to -some extent known by the ancients, had appar
ently been lost. lt1any medicines were used by the ancients 
by which a condition of insensibility was produced. Through
out all the centuries experiments \\ere continually made with 
many drugs, with a view to producing a satisfactory anes
thetic. Until such was procured, any one requiring the ampu
tation of a leg, for instance, was held down by strong men 
while the operation was being performed. 

In 1799 Hnmphrey Davy publi heel an account of his ex
ten ive researches concerning nitrous oxide and stated that 
he belie\ed that nitrous oxide gas, as it appeared capable 
of de troyino· phy ical pain, might probably be used with ad
vantage during surgical operations where there was not 
likely to be any great loss of blood. It has ince been exten
si,ely u ed by denti ts, and is an ideal ane thetic for opera
tion of short durations. The credit of making practical use 
of nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, belongs to Wells, a den
ti t of Bo ton. 

!iorton, his partner, being familiar with the action of 
nitrous oxide and knowing the similar effects of ether began 
to experiment with ether upon him elf and upon animal·. 
This occurred in 1846, and since, it use has become general, 
and its method of administration almo t perfect. 

Within a few months Dr. J ames Simp on discovered thr:
practical use of chloroform as an anesthetic. These are the 
three main general anesthetics. Other things such as ethyl 
chloride are used. Ethyl chloride is frequently used to pre
cede the admini tration of ether, becau e it is pleasant to 
take and suspends consciou ness within a moment or two. 
In certain case where a general ane thetic is inadvisable, 
spinal anesthesia may be resorted to. Of local anesthetics 
there are many employed with the gTeatest satisfaction, such 
as cocaine, novacaine, anocaine, eucaine and many others. 

After the discovery of anesthetics surgeons began to un
dertake great and serious surgical operations. But every
where, surgeons were at their wits' end to know what to do 
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. to o,·ercome the infections which followed. "Hospital sick
ness" or o·anoTene followed nearly all operations. It was 

b b ' k 'f scarcely possible to get the wound made by the surgeo"? s 111 e 
to heal, and the death rate following surgical operatiOns was 
appalling. 

A·bout this time, J oseph Lister (Lord List er), a young 
Eno·lish suro·eon had his thoughts arrested by the discoveries 

b b ' 'lk of Pasteur. }le believed that if the fermentation in m1 . 
wine and beer was caused by vegetable organisms or bacteria 
that the infection of wounds was due to invasion of the wound ... 
by the same organisms. H e set himself to work in Glas
gow Hospital, where infections were frightful, to protect the
wound from the bacteria laden air. To accomplish this he 
used carbolic acid to cover the wounds. This formed a crust 
and as it is a powerful germicide it prevented the develop
ment of gangrene, but it caused painful and frightfully de
forming scars. This was abandoned and carbolic acid sprays 
were used in the operating room. This was disappointing, 
and although Lister's idea that air infection was very dan
gerous has proved fallacious and the spray has fallen into 
disuse, the present day technique is the direct outcome of his 
teaching. 

Lister soon learned that the infectious agents were pre
sent everywhere and that their number in the air was in
considerable as compared with the forms which existed in 
the soil, clothing, upon the skin and mucous membranes of 
the ·body, in the beard and hair, and especially under the 
11ails. He came to the conclusion that the infectious material 
\vas introduced by the hands of the surgeon or nur e, or the 
instruments, or the dressing applied to the wonnds. Since 
his day tne most rigorous surgical cleanline s has been in-
i ted upon in handling wounds, and by means of great heat: 

:all instruments and surgical dressings, including surgeon' : 
gloves, and everythino· in fact that come in contact with an 
open ';vound, are sterilized. 1-Ie was the pioneer in antiseptic 
surgery and it is now pos ible to undertake surgical opera
tions at any time while the patient is undergoing a comfort
able sleep, and with little anxiety about seriou infection. 

Another great scientist to follow up the work of Pas -· 
teur was Robert l{och, a German. s early as 1865, \ il
lemine demonstrated the - infectious nature of tuberculosis, 
·when by inoculation ·with tuberculou 1naterial he communi
cated the disease t~ healthy susceptible animal . l{och, in 
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1882, discovered the bacillus tuberculosi which is now known 
to be the specific cause of the disease. \\bile Pasteur dis
c_overed the microbe that caused anthrax and learned how to 
prevent that disease, Koch learned the whole life history of 
microbes and taught scientists how to tudy all microbes. He 
disco\ered al o the microbe which caused cholera, and found 
a way of preventing typhoid. As in other infectious diseases 
many attempts had been made to produce an artificial im
munity against this disease. From this time onward much 
work has been done and the critical scientific world has be
eome quite sati fied as to the eau es of pneumonia, diphtheria~ 
tetanus, ll:;.fiuenza and bubonic plague, be ides many diseases 
of ea ttle, horses, sheep and other animals and insects. There 
are certain infectious diseases, for example, scarlet fever, and 
measles, the specific causes of which have not yet been dis
co-vered, due it is believed to their organisms being so minute 
that no microscope yet made is powerful enough to bring 
them into view. 

Diphtheria has been known to e:si t since the first cen
tury A.D., but it was not until early in the nineteenth cen
tury that it was called by its present name diphtheria. 
Throughout the nineteenth century it prevailed extensively 
in all countrie . It is a condition of membranous sore throat 
caused hy the Klebs-Loeffier bacillu after the two scientists 
chiefly responsible for its i alation. It was always accom
panied by a hea-vy death toll until the production of an anti
toxin, called anti-diphtheritic m·um ince which date the mor
tality is light. It is now inconcei,able that any person pre
sent would object to the use of anti-diphtheritic serum where 
a case of diphtheria occurred in hi family; nor would he 
be content were e-very child in hi home not given an im
munizing dose of this erum. It i eldom now that a second 
case of diphtheria occurs in the family when the first ca::e 
has been recognized in time. It i aid that a history of 
the ravages of yellow fever would be the history of Europe 
durinO' the past three and a half centuries, but with the in
troduction of drainage and a good water supply, the disease 
has almo t entirely di appeared. -

The fir t credit i due to Waiter Reed who, with his hal£ 
dozen associate , made the con truction of the Panama Canal 
po sible, and they will yet make yellow fever as scarce in 
the Spani h l.iain where it i still endemic, as is typhus 
fever with us. Because of malaria, \a t areas of the earth's 
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surface ·were 1nere waste in so far as man was concerned, 
but the discovery by Laveran of pigmentecl bodies in the 
blood of patients with malaria fever ultimately led to th_e 
discovery in the mosquito of the parasite, which is. the speCI
fic cause of the disease, and finally, as a re ult of the work 
done by J...,averan and a few of his associate the e wa te place~ 
ha,·e been made ha·bitable. 

\Vith typhoid fever YO\l are all familiar. Apart from the 
suffering and the heavy death toll the economic loss has been 
Yery great, and this is an absolutely prc,·entable disease. 
First: By sanitary measures covering the protection o_f water 
supply and the destruction of flies. Second : By Inocula
tion or vaccination. 

In all wars, previous to the late great war, the losses 
from typhoid or enteric fever far exceeded those inflicted by 
the violence of the enemy. During the first two years of 
the late great war the British army with se,·eral millions of 
men in all :fields had 1501 cases of typhoid and 993 cases of 
these occurred among those who had not been immunized by 
anti-typhoid serum. Inoculation by this ·erum wa then made 
compulsory and few ea es of the clisea es occurred. 

The discm·ery of X-ray by Roento'en has prm eel a great 
aid in the diagnosis of surgical condition , and it is becom
ing more and more important as a factor in the treatment of 
many conditions. For many years X-ray and radiu1n have 
·been used in the treatment of skin cancer. During the past 
ten years X-ray and radium workers have been radiating 
cancer areas of the deeper parts of the body before and after 
operation with the hope of so weakening cancer cells as to 
preYent their growth in other parts of the body. J\Iuch pro
gress is being made by th~ German scientists in the treatment 
of cancer with high power X-ray machine . They have pro· 
duced machines that generate up to 300,000 Yolts and are 
capable of producing X-rays of such inten ity as to pene
trate any portion of the body. They claim that in their re
search work they have been able to kill cancer cells at any 
depth in the body tissues. The profession and especially ou~t. 
radiologists are anxiously watching it developn1ent, and our 
enterprising local radiologist, Dr. W. H. J\icGuffin, has shown 
that he is alive to the gTeat possibilities of this deep X-ray 
~herapy by recently installing a machine capab1e of generat
Ing up to 200,000 volts. Now that bacterioloo:y is bein()' 
thoroughly understood, it is confidently hoped tha~· in the not 
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distant future many disease , such a tuberculosis, will be 

made to cli appear. Chemistry and bio-chemistry are also 

becoming great aids in the practice of medicine. Take dia

bete for example. Until recently, this condition was esti

mated clinically and by an examination of urine for sugar. 

K ow we estimate the amount of sugar in the blood and we 

find that in some cases with sugar in the urine there is only 

a normal amount of sugar in the bloodt Such cases are not 

serious, but another case where vYe find an equal amount of 

sugar in the urine, but an excess of the normal amount of 

sugar in the blood, we must regard seriously. 
I must not dismiss · this subject without paying tribute 

to the di co,·erers of insulin. Diabetes may be recognized 

by Yicariou appetite, increa e in the percentage of ugar iu 

the blood and the presence of slwar in the urine. Some

thing ha gone wrong with the internal economy, in conse

quence of which the liver is no longer able to act as a store 

hou e for sugar. It therefore appears in access in the blool] 

and manifests it elf clinically in the urine. It h-as long 

been known that the pancreas, a gland beneath the stomach, 

had much to do with diabetes. In 1889, Yon!1ering and 

!Iinkowski demonstrated that the little islets dotted through

out the pancrea called the i land ~ of Lange1·han when re

moYe l from an animal, caused its death by an e:xces ii·e ac

cumulation of ugar in the blood. It was then predicted that 

an extract from the pancreas would ultimately be used in 

the treatment of diabete . :Many attempts had been made 

to produce this extract, but without succe s, until recently. 

when Dr. Bantino· with his associates, ~Iacleod, Best an<l 

Collip, working in the laboratorie of Toronto University, 

succeeded in rem oving from the pancreas the lono· dre-amell 

of extract-in ulin-that controls the amount of sugar in 

the blood. To Profes or Collip, now of Alberta UniYersity, -

belong the credit of producing thi ... ub tance in it present 

pure form. It is confidently hoped that in the near future 

the same substance may be obtained from certain plants, when 

the treatment of this disease will then be satisfactory, inex

pensive and eonYenient. 
Let me remind you that the medical student of to-cl a v 

does not acquire his .knowledge by intuition. He knows th~'t 
he must study the laws of science that have to do with life. 

in any form and he now belie1·e that the ehief object of 

medical seience is to teach the people how to obey the lav.T 
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of health and so keep well. In early times the medical pro
fession considered their only function to be in attendance 
upon the sick, and all their endeavors were focussed upon the 
treatment of the individual and his ailment . The profes
sion now regard their function as threefold: first, its effec
tiveness as applied to the individual; second, as applied to 
the nation; third, as applied to all the nations. It realizes 
that all these functions are so correlated that one cannot be 
performed badly without ad\'ersely affecting either imme
diately or remotely all the other functions. The country does 
not realize what great power for good can grow from advice 
given by the corporate opinion of the 1neclical profession. 
The ignorance of the public in matte1~ of medicine is colossal 
and its faith in the false prophets of medicine equally pro
digious. He starts out to find a miracle worker, and anyone 
hunting for miracle workers is good grist for the faith-healer, 
the chiropractor, the crystal gazer and in fact, for every 
fakir or irregular who for gain or for notoriety can lure the 
public by his advertising. 

Though the medical profession has shown it elf capable of 
exerting its stupendous influence on public health, the public 
ear has never been able to listen to a collecti \'C, authoritative 
and efficient opinion delivered by that profe sion. It has 
been able to hear opinions only from individuals by means 
of special interviews or from letters and new papers, or from 
occasional addresses delivered to professional bodies. A 
poisonous seed which may lead to the utmost clanger to public 
health is at the moment germinating in the minds of the 
public, which scarcely realizes to what extremities this growth 
may lead. It is the recognition of unqualified practice. 
There is a vast amount of unqualified practice permitted to 
men who possess no medical qualifications. It is such a 
menace that young men are beginning to think twice be
fore investing time and money in attaining medical quali
fications, when they see large practices and general appre
ciation meted out to men who possess no medical trainin<>' 
or qualifications. ~ 

Now in conclusion let me repeat what I said on a former 
occasion, that physicians a~d surgeons are better trained and 
better equipped to-day than ever before. Disease is un
de~stood thoroughly, studied more carefully and treated more 
sk1lfu1ly. The sum total of human sufferin<>' has been re
duced to the minimum. Many diseases knownt> to our fathers 
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haYe disappeared. The death rate from other diseases have 

been falling to the vanishing point, while public health 

measures haYe lessened the sorrows and gladdened the live 

of millions. 

"WHAT THE HosPITAL REQUIREs MosT FRou THE DocTOR 

AXD \YnAT IT LIKES BE T TO Fnrn IX I-Inr.': 

Dr. A. E. Archer, Lamont. 

As you notice this afternoon this is the hospital's view

point with regard to what they require most and like best iu 

the doctor and as this was supposed to be a joint meeting of 

the :Medical Association and the Ho pital As ociation it i::; 

a good time to discuss it. 
\Yhat is the first es ential in the medical man? If a 

hospital is going to succeed in its primary object: the cur

ing of the patient the hospital has a right to expect the 

medical man shall be efficient in hi work. That term "ef

ficiency" I am not going to define. You know what I mean 

and how absolutely necessary it is as a fundamental. 

There were two viewpoints sugge ted: the hospital Yie·w

point and the doctor's viewpoint. I thought of still another 

Yiewpoint that has been given a great deal of consideration 

by humorists such as Irwin Cobb that is, the patient's Yiew

-point. It was not put upon the programme because it was 

con idered that ·both the hospital and the doctor realize the 

patient's viewpoint as the most important of all and it was 

not necessary to consider it at all or to presume it wa not 

in the thought of the doctor and the hospital primarily. 

The second matter I am going to refer to i the doctor's 

acquiescence in the hospital routine. As :you know we must 

have routine in every hospital, and the larger the hospital, 

the more necessary it is. There is necessarily routine which 

i the onlv wav· to handle th --ra t amount of work that j ,::; 

heaped up~n th~ nlll' e. It cannot be accomplished nnles the 

hospital organize this work for it elf. There is going to be 

a great deal of lo t motion and a great deal of lack of effici

ency unless there is routine and it is for each ho pital largely 

to determine that routine and for the doctor to acquiesce in 

that routine. 
Another point I am going to mention is punctuality and 

I ought to mention this for myself as well as for others be

cause it is in no way easy for a doctor to be punctual, bu t 

it is a serious thing for the hospital if he is not punctual. 
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Take this 1n connection with an operation. He names a cer
tain hour as the hour for the operation. E\·eryone is ready 
except the doctor. From the standpoint of the hospital that 
is tying up the hospital from work they should be doing. Thr 
hospital should also expect from the doctor reasonable 
economy. There has been a tendency in these last few days 
to consider that in hospital matters economy i not necessary ;• 
the best is none too goo<l; whatever a sick per ·on requires 
they should haYe. That is right, they should ha\'e what they 
require, but there is such a thing as rea onable expenditure. 
I refer to such things as the wa:v some doctors use an extrava · 
gant amotlnt of dressing. Thry should use every bit of dress
ing that is necessary, but no more. To run a hospital re
quires the expenditure of large sums of money and the doe, 
tor should co-operate with the hospital in keeping down ex
penditure wherever possible, at the same time doino· full 
justice to the requirements of the patient. Sometimes where 
a patient is of limited financial mean the doctor has made 
uch arrano·cmcnts with that patient before going to the hos

pital that the doctor recei vc, all the monies at that point that 
the patient has to spend, and the hospital is not able to col
lect their bill. This is another point where co-operation is 
necessary. The hospital in my estimation is entitled to -first 
con ideration because the doctor is at no actual expenditnn! 
and if th0 patient can only pay for the hospital service or 

. the medical scn·icc, in my judgment, he should pay for his 
hospital service. Another thing, the doctor should have 
every consideration for the staff of the hospital; I mean the 
nursing staff. There arc certain doctors who through lack 
of consideration of those who are working with them can 
make things Yery unpleasant for the staff of the hospital in 
doing the work they ha\·e to do. Their work is heavy and 
difficult at best and should not be made any more difficult 
or onerous by lack of any consideration on the part of the 
Incdical man. Sometimes the doctors ·send the patients to 
the hospital for too trifling ailments. \Ve must remember 
that the hospital at times is o\·ercrowded and that the staff 
is being overworked and eyery additional patient at times 
like that increases the load the hospital has to bear and the 
doctor should use great judgment. \Ve find that particnlarl.v 
y~· here there are people who are living in a boarding house, 
or a bachelor with some trifling ailment, sent to the hospital. 
They occupy a bed and there is a load on the hutipltal when 

• 
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they might ju t as well have $tayed in the boarding house. 
Another in t ance is where the patient is kept in the hospi ta 1 
for too loi1g a period when they can be treated safel.' at home 
at an earlier period of convalescence. Then there is another 
cla ... uch a those suffering from tuberculosis or some disease 
where there are paralytic condition . The patient becomes 
a great burden on those who are looking after him. If that 
patient can be made more comfortable in a hospital he i~ 

entitled to that treatment; if it is merely that the friends have 
become tired o£ looking after him or becau e of the extreme 
nature of conditions hi owil friends do not wi h to further 
look after hin1: that, in my opinion, i a ea e where the doc
tor houltl he itate before he ends him to a ho pi.tal. Some
time the '"e patients can only pay for a public ward, but they 
cannot be put in a public wa1~d and they have to be given 
pri ,·ate ward . I do not want you to misunderstand me. 
The pat:i nt i to have first con ideration, but if he can have 
proper tr atment, reasonable treatment at home he should not 
be unloadell for the last few weeks of life ju t to relieve those 
who up until that time have been looking after him. It 
i' ometime unfortunately the habit of ome doctors to get 
the use o£ the operating room by perhaps inaccurately classi
fying a11 operation as an emergency when it certainly shoulcl 

not be cla ~eel a an emergency. 
I think, too, the ho pital would like particularly in a 

medical man con tructi-ve critici m. There are two kinds 
of criticism a you all know but con tructive criticism in 
ho pital manage~ent is alwa:y well when the doctor has 
anything to uggest to improve the conditioi1 of things at tht~ 
ho pital. The hospital management may not act upon it, but 
they houlcl alway thank him for the suggestion. ln tne:se 
day of ex.pan ion and standardization movements of general 
ho p1tal , increa ing thing have been reque ted of the medi
cal man and ina much as all ho pitals are anxious to meet 
the full requirements of the tandardization mo,·ement they 
are v ry grateful to the medical men for their co-ope1·ation 
in the increilsing load· that is thru t upon them. In these re
quirements I refer to the writing of hi tory and doing the 
many thing required under thi -standardization movement 

of the doctor, and that no one el e but the doctor can do. 
By acknowledging the requirements of this movement yon 
tend to increa e the efficiency of the hospital in which thiR 
work i .., be in o· done and if you gi ,-e that as i tance it will be 
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gratefully received; in short, the whole matter can be ummecl 
up in a word-co-operation. The hospital likes best the ful
lest co-op€ration on the part of the medical men in its big 
task of attemp6ng to aHeviate the suffering and obtain a 
complete return to health. 

"\VnAT wE LIKE BEsT A:ND REQUIRE ~Io T FR01I THE 

I-I os PITAL." 

Dr. Lincoln. 

I am only going to make a few remarks bccan c I think 
on the whole the doctors are welf pleased with the work car
ried out in the hospitals; in fact nowadays "' e cannot do o1u 
work without efficient hospitals. I want to point out a few 
things as we see them, the things we desire and require i11 
order to carry out our work efficiently. 

The maintenance of a hospital is no longer ~ one-man job. 
It is only by proper team work that we can obtain the best 
results, therefore, it becomes necessary for the clo est co
operation between the doctor and the ho pitaL I wish to 
point out some of the things which the hospital must appre
ciate in order to bring about this co-operation. I am plac
ing first, the careful and exact execution of all the doctor's 
orders. The hospital should have no pre-concei ,·ed ideas as 
to how the patient should be treated, no tendency to do cer
tain things because it is usually done by the attending phy
sician in that particular case, but we demand that the orders 
laid dow11 by the attending physician in that particular case 
should be carried out absolutely. 

We also require sufficient X-ray and laboratory facilities 
so that a reasonable investigation of the cause and a diag
nosis of the disease can be carried out. The e do not de
pend so much on the value of the equipment as upon the 
care and exactitude with which they are carried out. Inac
curacy through ignorance is a detriment to the doctor and to 
the hospital and a hospital should not attempt X-ray unless 
it can be absolutely relied upon. An aseptic operating room 
and surgical ward is an absolute essential of all hospitals. In 
hospital work no detail can ever be neglected and a constant 
check must be kept on all. A little carelessness or slight 
deviation will cause untold suffering. In acceptino· surgical 
cases the hospital accepts great responsibility. I 

0 

recognize 
the doctor has his sphere in all these points, but I am speak
ing from the standpoint of what the doctor requires from 
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the hospital. A proper dietetic department must be main

tained in which diets suitable for 'l'arious patients must be 

available. Not only patients requiring special diets must be 

treated, but convalescents must ha,·e diet easily assimilated 

and a good diet kitchen is an essential to any training school. 

. Considerable accommodation must be provided, provision 

be1ng made for the wealthy ·as well as the middle class ancl 

also for tho_?e unfortunates who are unable to pay their way. 

Rules of admittance and discharge as far as they affect the 

doctor should be simplified as much as possible with no un

due V\ ork. The first consideration of the doctor as well as 

the hospital at all times is the welfare of the- patient and 

this can be t be obtained by the clo e t co-operation and mu

tual help between the hospital and the doctor. 

· TrrE Do TOR rx THE Co::-.nr ~ ITY ' 

Dr. Colli on, Red Deer. 

It gi,·es me a great deal of pleasure indeed, to address 

this meeting on the subject of "The Doctor in the Com

munity," which is a subject very infrequently spoken of or 

spoken to at a public meeting. To my mind it has not been 

spoken of frequently enough. The hospital situation we all 

know, and you know very well in Calgary, has from a finan

cial point of view fallen on rather serious times. The diffi

culties of financing we all know Yery well. I was at the 

meeting yesterday afternoon when financial questions of . th·~ 

hospital were discus eel. 
We ha' e in Red Deer one of the oldest hospitals in the 

Province. Out ide of the larger centres I think possibly it 

is the oldest one. During the ooom days there was no diffi

culty in financing; e,·erything was lovely. People paid their 

bills and others gaYe donations. After the beginning of the 

war when money was hard to get we began to have difficulty. 

About 1917-18, we '"'Ucceeded in electing hospital men that 

ran us in debt in one year from ix to ten thou and. They 

were inexperienced people in ho pital finance and hospital · 

management. People wanted their money and the city being 

the owner we had to pay the $6,000, the minimum, and to use 

a ~lang phrase we had to dig that $6,000 in the year 1921. 

About that time we · came to the conclusion that something 

had to be done so we called in the assistance of the Health 

Department of the Provincial Government. They sent ns 
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their specialist in hospi ta 1 work and he assumed the position 
of an adviser to our hospital commission and we have found 
it very successful indeed, so successful that we immediat~ly 
began to see light, and there was more nearly an equahty 
between receipts and disbur ements. Now, I will attempt 
to shovi' that although the function of the doctor has changed 
in the evolution of civilization yet still he i the guide, ad
viser and friend of the needy i;1 a way no other individual 
can possibly be. I wish al o to attempt to how that as a 
member of progressive science he i' a unit of society. 

The medical man, I think you will all admit, and the 
medical woman, is an educated incli ,·idual usually, and as such 
it is well within the bom11ds of rea on to expect their influ
ence would be marked in any community in which they find 
themselves. There was a time \vhen the functions and duties 
of the man of medicine were dual. He was religious ad
viser as well as medical adviser, but in the evolution of tim(~ 
these functions were differentiated. I have noted some of the 
most outstanding advance maLle in medical science and I 
am making these statements with the understanding that yor; 
will admit that the medical man in the community takes part 
in all these ad,·ances. Take tuberculosis, the disease that has 
taken its hundreds of thou ands. You all know it is not as 
prevalent, nor the -menace to life it was a few short years 
ago. Smallpox outbreaks are usually dealt with by the doc
tor effectually. The means were given by a practising phy
sician in a small community, a century or two ago, to blot 
smallpox off t]le face of the earth, but unfortunately there 
are individuals who take exception to the process of vaccina
tion; however, we have smallpox down to a 1ninor question, 
but we should not have it at all. Typhoid feYer has been a 
scourge of recent times, but we seldom see it now. 

Diphtheria is perhaps the disease that comes closer home 
than any other, because that was the disease that entered 
every household in former days and took the choicest of the 
little children from the house, but diphtheria is not at a] l 
difficult to deal v,rith. The medical man in the communitY 
together with the investigator, the man who spends his tii~~ 
thoroughly investigating the e things is the man responsible 
for abolishing these things from the face of the earth, anrl 
by so doing he is adding to the length of life and in that 
way increasing to an unlimited extent, an appreciable ex
tent, the wealth of the S~ate . 
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Then take diabetes, that mo t persi tent of disea es. I 
am proud to ay and I think lYe hould all feel pleased indeed 
that it wa a Canadian to whom the honor was given to dis
cover a means of combating that cli ea e and we a Cana
dians, and particularly the people of Alberta hould feel 
proud becau e one of our men did his part in the_ develop- -
ment" of that Yer gTeat remedy. 

The 1nedical man i the only man that I know of that 
working night and day at ~11 time to rid him elf- of 

a job. The medical man i continually per onally, in eason 
and out of ea on attemptimt to abolish him elf from the 
face of the ea1·th. I can ee the time approaching when he 
i going to be out of a job, but if he is out of a job along 
that line he i o·oing to as um e new dutie , he i going to be 
an adviser of well people. People in good health are going 
to come to him for periodic examination. They are going 
to bring their families to him to prevent sickne s. To my 
mind that is a more noble work than the treatment of dis
ea e. He i going to ee to it that, o far as his duties go, 

·people who are not mentally and physically fit are not going 
to be allowed to produce future generations. 

The doctor a .. a citizen of the community, as an ordinary 
citizen of the body politic ha more of public service than 
most men. Perhap thi part of the matter appeals to him 
strongly. To my mind the doctor has a public duty to per
form. I think we admitted at the tart that he was u ually 
educated a -well-developed mental individual, and conse
guentl. we mu t expect that hi influence a a public citizen 
hould be for the be t. 

I wish to read to you an article written by a senator 
of New York. I have forgotten hi name, but he was re
cently elected, [ind in defenclinQ: hi po ition he says: "The 
doctor who confine hi la bor to certain individual patients 
i working in a too re trictecl field to accomplish much. The 
same degree of energy and intelligence applied on a larger 
and va~ter scale may reach a gr at number of persons in the 
community and the whole State ma:5 benefit through his 
humane and con tructive labors." 

AnnRE .• , LIEL"TEX.I..XT GoYEnxoR ( DR.) BRETT. 

The doctor's duties when he a sumes office are not wholly 
complete to my mind. He has duties along religious lines, 
fraternal lines, and last but not lea t the lines of good health, 
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sport and recreation. IIis relationship along religious line~ 

must always be left to his personal desires and ideas, and 

must not be interfered with. :His fraternal relationships ar0 

also very personal, bnt to my mind the doctor in any com

munity ha a function to perform when it comes to his influ

ence on clean healthy sport. }le has a duty to perform to 

growing gen rations, to the little chaps, who if left to their 

own resources to find their pleasures and enjoyments are very 

likely to !Yet intO trouble. f say the doctor has verj impor

tant, very pr ssin · duties to perform. These little people 

must not be left to their own r' ourccs. Along the lines of 

sport and recreation the growiug boys and girls must also 

bo looked after and who is b tt r able to do this than the 

doctor, who knows the rcquircm nts of the growing boy and 

girl in the ] inc of work ::tn(l l'Ccroation an(l , por ? ancl ll1ay 

I also say that you sh01dd not neglect th older people. 

}lis r lationship to his brother practitioner: It should be 

friendly, clo:e, brotherly. Alas ! how ·often you find that is 

not the ea e. You in the larger centres are not so open to 

criticism a in the smaHcr pla ·c., but how often do we see iu 

smaller communities that there is no brotherly relationship. 

One is afraid the other i goin()' to get some little advance. 

If there ·were no jcalou y they could both live under favor

able conditions and each enjoy the follow hip of the other 

and we 1' cognize in the fellowship of our own fraternity the 

most agrceal)le fellowship that can be had. They could have 

their con ultations and ea ·h h ar the burdens of the other 

and when we have to uffer tl1c disappoint1nents that we all 

must uifcr , when ick at h •art with the fallacies we must 

neccs ·arily m ·et, who can sympathiz so well as a brother 

practitionrr? Many a grey hair and slceple night is caused 

by the la k of a friendly an(l sympathetic ncighbor. 

The fun ·tions ancl the duties of the medical man of future 

ages. will be along the c linrs exclu i v ly-perhaps that is 

putting too strong a ea o, perhaps we shall neYer be free of 

some di asc~ - b11t the clo tor f fl1tul'o age wil1 be in ery 

truth th IYtude ancl onfidant of th community in which he 

li vcs. IT · will be cousultccl by people who arc in pcrf et 

health; p rhap: in toad of vcral medical men there will be 

a. central. plac where prop] e ean go for periodic examina

tiOn and 111 that way add inestimable Yalu to th . w alth of 

the nation . 
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Now in closing I want to appeal to you who do not be
long to the profession for a more considerate feeling towards 
the profession. When some criticism is made, investigate the 
authority, inYe tigate the truth. After all, the medical man's 
life i an arduou life. His duties are manifold and very, 
Yery difficult. Gi, e him liberally of appreciation because ap
preciation goe ' a long way to paying in full. 

{(TnE REL-\TION oF THE HosPITAL AND GEXERAL PuBLIC 
TO SociAL SERYICE." 

Dr. Howard Spohn Y ancou\'er. 

I thought you might be interested in ome illu trations. [ 
am goino· to tart with the admi ion of the patient and fol
low through until hi discharge. (Show picture . ) :Now that 
i what happen to the baby from the time of its admittance 
to the hospital. 

\:V e "hall never maintain a healthy race, a race fitted to 
take their tand in such an emergency as a "ar-in spite of 
the amount of life aved through scientific discoveries-until 
we can bring more babie to maturity. Out of every twelve 
babies born one dies within the first year of life. Another 
thing i ' thi , not counting still-born . There is a tremen
dou mortality of still-born that can only be combatted by 
proper care of the mother, by proper conditions and proper 
home smTonndings. I do not know whether you ha\'e herb 
the ~ort of .. lum we haYe. We must have proper housing 
measures '-o that no child will ha,·e to be brought up in slums. 
Th ... e are point that I have not time to touch upon to-night. 

There i another point: the Yenereal question. The time 
ha come to do a" ay with fal e mode ty it is only false 
mode t. · not to mention the e things. When you consider 
\\hat it is going to cost the country to look after these vene
real ea e ... , that the procee~ls of one of these immense crops 
is a mere bao·atelle to the taxe which you will have to pa;v. 
to loo:& after the e unfortunate people. then it i time to real
ize that omething must be done by the public to support · 
tho e in authority and to help the profession in the fight 
ag:ain ... J Yenereal di ease. Our ho pitals are our greatest source 
of expen .... e. We ha\'e two insane a ylums, twenty-fiye per 
cent. of the inmates of which are there directly through siphi
litic infection. It costs the United States $467,000,000 
yearly. That i only one pha e of Yenereal disease. It is 
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said that it is costing the Dominion of Canada half a mil
lion dollars a year to look after this one phase. The other 
most apparent phase is this: that siphilitic infection is "the 
greatest source of infant mortality with which \re have to 
cope. The social service people are trying to get after these 
things. I just want to quote you what is taking place in 
your own communit_:y. Of course, what is rampant in cities 
such as J\!Iontreal, and such places every doctor here knows. 
There is one case I am going to quote briefly: A mother had 
five children dead, two till-born. J\!Iother found about to 
have another child, which has since died, a total death ratt~ 
of seven children, mother infected, father usele s, children 
dependent on the community, and mother will have to be 
under treatment for years to come. Another ea e : Baby of 
two months. 1£ental deficiency, malnutrition mother twenty 
years old, positive \\ asserman. Syphilis second stage. Has 
become blind, will eventually go to asylum. \\ill live per
haps ten years longer. Co t British Columbia $300.00 a 
vcar. Father is useless and deserte l the child. 
. I want you to take a few minutes to think. I am trying 
to impre s on your minds that it is well for us to gtve somr; 
attention to the human crop as we do to the o l'ain crop if 
we are going to carry on in Canada. \\ e mu"t have the 
human crop, and if v.re are o·oing to have thcn1 they mu ·t 
come from · healthy parent and are we goi'ng to leave it tn 
fnture generations to have Canada governed by children of 
foreign or -Ganadian-born parents~ Stati tics shmv that the 
ave~·age Canadian is not producing a sufficient nun1ber of chil
dren, but are increasing by emigration and increasing by 
the chiidren of the foreign-born. If we want to perform a 
patriotic duty there is no more patriotic duty than to raise 
good, healthy, Canadian citizens. \~hat is happening in this 
country and the United States is this: \Ve ha\·e G-!3 Ameri
can scientific men. These men sprang from familie of four 
to seven children. A survey was n1.ade of the children of 
these scientific men and their families con isted of one to 
three. That is holding good, not only in the Unit eel States, 
but in this country. It means this : the intelligent group of 
the country are not producing rapidly enough to maintain the 
standard of increase taking place frmn gToups in the com
munity through social or other economic conditions not 
equipped to raise large families. We leave it largely to poor 
people to raise families, while the rich people do not. That 
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is why the increase in population is inversely proportionate 
to the order of economic condition . Economic status is 
closely as ociated with efficiency and social worth, but un
fortunate!:· the birth rate is lowest in the be t equipped groups 
of society. In Briti h Columbia we hear a lot about the in
crease of foreigner . Last year among the Chinese and J a pa
nese the proportion of rate of birth was three times that of 
the Canadian born; is it any wonder that we are objecting to 
the Chine e coming into the country? Of course the child 
has very marked economic value, and we must give it some 
care and attention. It is up to us to-day to see that every 
child come into the world healthy, that every child born into 
the world ha a chance of being raised under normal healthy 
surrounding . Take the case of the N am family. The total 
number of i11di,·iduals who were con idered descendants from 
the original K am, was 852 and included eight generations, 
dating from 1760. Thi community li,·ed in a district known 
as K am Hollow and were characterized by drunkenness, im
becility and general worthies ne . It ha been estimated that 
in eventy-fi,e years thi family alone has cost the State of 
K ew York. $1 411,676. Another comn1unity of the same 
character, li\ing in :fiia achu ett and known a the Hill 
Folk wa al o inve tigated and reported by the eugenics re
cord office. Both the e familie ha\e been traced to one or 
two feeble-minded ance tor and the fearful record of their 
progen_v requires two large volume for an adequate descrip
tion of their family tree. Contra t the Edwards family, de-
cended from J onathan Ech,ard , who was born in 1703. 

Thirteen 'hunched and ninety-four o£ his descendants were 
identified in 1900, of whom 295 were college graduates, 13 
pre idents of our gTeate t colleO'e , 65 professors in colleges, 
besides manv principals of other important education insti
tutions, 60 phy icians, many of whom were eminent, 100 
clerg_ymen or m is ionarie · 7 5 were officers in the army or 
navy 60 were prominent author or writer ; 100 were lawyers. 
30 were judo·e . 80 held public office, one of whom was vice
president, and three United State senators. The thing come.:; 
down to brass tacks: if you want to have good healthy, vigor
ous children they mu t be produced froni good healthy vigor
ous stock, and we hould not permit certain things that are 
going on to-day and we should encourage in every way the rais
ing of this kind of stock. I know there is a certain amount 
of ach-erse critici m about the expenditure of money on such 
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institutions as universities, but an interesting experiment was 
carried on last year by the University of Toronto. Out of 
2,193 men of the first two years in the University given a 
physical examination, thirteen per cent. were physically fit, 
five per cent. showed some slight disability, two were phy
sically unfit and not a ea e of Yenereal infection in the 2,1~3. 

In the City of Toronto last year, we saved 540 more bab1es 
than in the five years preceding, so you have it in your power 
to save these babies if you \vill support the special social 
service work. I have only hurriedly run over these thingq 
to-night, but there is one other thing I would like to speak 
of, and that is the adoption of children. In an institution 
in New York we had 800 children for adoption, children who 
had been left on the doorstep, found in the park, etc. \Ve 
had these 800 children and the hospital paid for individual 
mothers to keep them in a home and we also p"Q.t them in 
proper homes and I want to mention this to emphasize this 
fact: that no matter how efficient your orphanage, no matter 
how kindly disposed the Board of Directors are, no home or 
orphanage can take the place of the individual care of the 
mother. I have had a great many babies that I have been 
looking after adopted into homes, and in not one single in
stance have I ever seen the foster-Inother in any way regret 
it. Medical science can tell almost surely if the baby is men
tally and physically :fit although heredity does play a part and 
if we find soundness of health and intellect then we can 
fairly say these babies will grow up decent home individuals. 
and I cannot make too earnest a plea for these babies to he 
adopted into -good homes. 

KING_STON'S NEW ISOLATION HOSPlTAL 

Kingston's new Isolation Hospital was fo:r;mally opened by 
Mayor Angrove on Feb. lOth. This new hospital is recog
nized by medical men as one of the best on this continent, and 
was erected at a cost of $200,000. It will be conducted in 
connection with -the Kingston General Hospital. Frederick 
Taylor, formerly of St. Luke's Hospital, Ottawa, and a native 
of London, Ont., is superintendent of the hospital. 
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Book Reviews 

R ,icha1·d "flf aurice Buck e. A Sketch by J ames H. Coyne, 

LL.D. , F.R.S.O: With bibliography and two unpublished 

portraits. Revised edition, reprinted from the Transac

tions of the Royal Society of Canada, 1906. Henry S. 

SaundeTs, 7 N'eville Park Blvd., Toronto. 1923. PTice, 

$2.50. 

Many readers of TrrE HosPITAL WoRLD) particularly tho~e 

practi ing over the quarter-century period, will recollect the 

subject of this sketch. He will be remem·bered bet as the 

Superintendent of "London Asylum." As an alienist, Dr. 

Bucke was a leader in his day. He had a brilliant career, 

even as a medical student, graduating in 1862, afte_r winning 

the prize for the best thesis of his year. He then proceeded 

to Europe for po t-graduate study, fir t in London, under 

such teachers as Fox, J enner, Erichson and Quain, and later 

on in Paris, under Trou eau, N elaton and Bouvier. He re

turned to Canada in 1864 and ettled in Sarnia. The Sketch 

is full of interest and is well put together. 

Primary Studies for Nurses. A text book for fir t year pupil 

nurses containing cour es of tudies in Anatomy, Physi

ology Chemistry, Hygiene Bacteriology, Therapeutics 

and Materia Medica, Dietetics and Invalid Cookery, by 

·Charlotte A. Aikens. Fifth edition, thoroughly revised. 

Philadelphia and London: The W. B. Saunders Oom:

pany. Canadian Agent : The J. F . Hartz Co., Ltd., To

ronto. 1923. Price, $2.25. 

These tudie are concise, adaptable to the practical needs 

of nurses and written in imple language. The ubjec1ts 

necessarily are pre erited in broad outline and will likely have 

to be enlarged upon b nursing instructors. The nurse may 

read these subjects as the come to her attention in the wards 

-i.e., in so far as the practical subjects are concerned. The 

book is well illustrated, and its contents easily grasped. In 

her next edition we would suggest that in the section on 

chemistry something should be said of the electron and its 

relation to the atom and also something on electricity, radium 

and their practical uses. 
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Another Little J ouTney. A .posthumous manuscript by El
bert Hubbard. Published, 1923, by Davis & Ge~k, Inc., 
Physiological Chemists. Surgical Sutures exclusively. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Like all Elbert Hubbard's writings, this booklet will well 

repay reading. As he states on the fly-leaf, it comprises "some 
kind of advice to surgeons, modestly submitted." From a me
chanical standpoint, too, it is most creditab1~. The booklet 
is produced by Davis and Geck, of Brooklyn, N.Y., the well 
known manufacturers of surgical sutures. This firm's slogan 
is "This one thing I do." The booklet describes the "ex
quisite and intelligent care" used in the preparation of their 
products. The firm have indeed raised suture making to a 
science. 

A Reference Eland Book; of Gynecology foT J.._,.urses. By 
Cat.harine ~Iacfadane, M:.D. , Profes or of Gynecolog, ; 
Women's ~Iedical College of Pennsylvania. · Fourth edi
tion, thoroughly revived. Philadelphia and London: The 
\V. B. Saunders Company. Canadian Agent : The J. F. 
Hartz Co., Limited, Toronto. 1923. Price, $1.50. 
Thi mall volume completely covers every phase of its 

subject. It is most valuable for the nurse in training or for 
the gTadnate nurse. It is technical without being difficult to 
reacl. The illustrations are good. The chapters on bacteri
ology and the communicable diseases enhance "the value of this 
reference book. Attention throughout is given to details and 
measures rarclv mentioned in some text. It is a •book which 
merit" many e~litions . 

~---------------

Outlines of Nursing IIistoryJ by Minnie Goodnow, R.N. 
Third edition, reset. Philadelphia and London: The \V. 
B. Saunders Company. Canadian Agents: The J. F. 
Hartz C01npany, Limited, Toronto. 1923. Price, $3.00. 
Glancing through this volume one notes the high spots in 

the history of nursing. Pictures are sc·en of nursing: medical 
men and laymen who, have had to do with nursing or whose 
work has influenced the work of nursing. Incidentally the 
scientific progress of medicine and surgery is outlined an1l 
its effect on the study of nursing. Famous centres of nurs
ing are ·written of with their· contribution to the science and 
art. :NEss Goodnow writes of the history of nurse educatim1 
and takes a stand mid-ground on the question of the super
trained versus the moderately-trained nurse. 
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Hospital Superintendents 

Should instruct their 

Nurses and domestics to use 

GILLETT'S PURE 
FLAKE LYE 

for disinfecting ink , clo ets and drain . It is al o ideal for the clean ing of urinals 

and bed pans-in fact any ves el that require disinfecting. Gillett's Flake Lye 

hould always be u ed for scrubbing hospital bath tub and operating room floors. 

For cleansing and disinfecting, d.i olve one t ea

poonful of Gillett's Lye in two gallon. of wa ter. 

The fine cry tal flakes d.i olve instantly in hot or 

cold water. 

Beware of Imitations 

Ma-le only by 

E. W. GILLETT COMPANY LIMITED 

TORONTO, CANADA 
MONTREAL 

Pure and Delicious 

BAKER'S COCOA 

Is a most sa_tisfactory beverage. Fine 

flavor and aroma and it is healthful. 

DLMII~!l!ll Well made cocoa contains nothing that 

is harmful and much that is beneficial. 

It is practically all nutrition. 

Choice Recipe Book Free. 

Waiter Baker & Co., Li"mited 

DORCHESTER, MASS. f:~Jhblished 1780 MONTREAL, CAN 

REG I STERED TRADE· MARK 
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GILLETT'S BI-CARBONATE OF SODA 
( 1:EDICINAL). 

Apr., 1924 

It will be a welcome sign to many to note that E . W. Gil
lett Co. Ltd., are at last able to place upon the market sodium 
bi-carbonate in such a state of purity as to be pre-eminently 
suitable for medicinal use. This compound is made by the 
carbonating of .ammoniacal brine solution under pressure
the resulting bi-carbonate of soda being washed, further puri
fied and dried in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide at 90°C. 
This ensures a salt of the very highest strength and stability 
and one which is free from even traces of such deleterious 
substances as chlorides, sulphates, arsenic, e'tc., etc. The pro
cess of manufacture is, of course, under very strict chemical 
control, and all batches are subjected to very rigid tests as to 
strength and purity. Gillett's Medicinal Soda is in a very 
finely powdered state ensuring quick solution and as. it con
tains the highest possible percentage of available C02 is a 
most efficient anti-acid, being eminently sp.itable for many 
acid stomach conditions. In all cases where physicians pre
scribe soda bi-ca]:b, rest assured that Gillett's Medicinal Soda 
is the purest salt for all requirements and i readily obtain
able throughout Canada. It is packed in sealed packages, 
thereby ensuring a perfectly dry compound. Furth~rmore, 
from crystallization to consumer, it is never touched ·by hand, 
thus eliminating any dangers of con~amination. 

REFRIGERATION FOR HOSPITALS 

Among the hospitals who have realized the sanitary and 
effieient features of modern mechanical refrigerating equip
ment and have installed or placed orders for them recently are:· 
\ ictoria Hospital, Halifax, N .S.; ' Brandon General Hospital, 
Brandon, :Man. ; Brockville General Hospital, Brockville, 
Ont.; and the Memorial Children's Hospital, London, O;nt. , 

'One of the best phases of this question is the fact that, 
although none of these can be classed as large hospitals, never
theless, they appreciate the necessity for ice machines, which, 
cof course, long since proved their worth in larger institutions. 
1Vithout considering the sanitary and other features which 
cannot be obtained with ice, even the smallest institution can
not afford to be without one. The price o.£ ice is rising yearly, 
while the cost of power in most localities in Canada is very 
low. Furthermore, the Canadian Ice Machine Oo. Limited, 
·who install these plants, have faciliti~s_ in their ne;w shop in 
Toronto for turning them out at practically pre-war prices. 
This is the season of the year when every hospital not equip
ped should give this matter serious consideration. 
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Cana·da:S Most Famous Dessert 

lnstitutiona~ Size 

-makes one !Jallon. 

Packed in 
Two Sizes 

Domestic Size· 
makes one pint 

These two products are exactly the same 

except in size. The INSTITUTION that 

specifies ciELL-0 is assured of serving its 

patrons with exactly the same q,uality of 

jelly that they are accustomed to in their 

homes. Ask any good housekeeper what 

jelly powder .she always insists on having 

The Genesee Pure Food Company of Canada. Ltd. 

Two Factories 

LeRoy,N. Y. 
Brtdgeburg.Ont. 
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THE AFTER].I[ATH OF ACUTE INFECTIONS 
.An acute infection :tnay be likened to a · violent storm, or a 

fierce battle, which lays waste the territory in which it rages 
and leaves in its wake a devastated area. vVhen the infection 
subsides the body's resources are drained, its vital forces are 
depleted, and there lies before it a more or less prolonged 
period of reconstruction, cl uring which it is an ea y .prey to 
other invasions and to internal disorders. Convalescence is, in 
fact, almost as critical, in its less spectacular way, as the di
sease itself. In most cases the ra vag~s of tLe disease leave the 
patient so impoverished and exhausted that the struggle back 
to normal is an unequal one, and calls for help to tide over the 
critical period. Not infrequently a neglected convalescence is 
the starting point of chronic invalidism. No case should be, 
rclinqui§hed by the doctor until thi period i uccessfully 
passed. •, 

Nowhere has "Fellows" Compound Syrup of Hypophos
phites so efficacious a place as in the up-building of patients 
after. an exhausting acute illness. Its well-combined, easily
assimilable body-foods render it both a real and an ideal tonic, 
furnishing the system with precisely the materials with which 
to re-build its devitalized ti sues. It is the convalescent's aid 
par excellence. 

IDE'AL BREAD COMPANY 
]If odern to The Last Degree 

Probably nowhere is there a bakeshop which outrivals the 
Ideal Bread Company for modern equipment. E\'ery scienti
fic method is employed in the making of their product -long 
since· famous for their purity and remarkable quality. \Vhat 
strikes the vi.sitor as most extraordinary is the manner in 
which Ideal Bread undergoes its transformation. Starting 
from the dough, it is mixed, kneaded and weighed and put 
into the bake-tins by automatic machinery. Then, by a scienti
fic application of the use of steam the gluten, which is the 
nourishing flavory part of the wheat, is imprisoned in the 
loaf. This process, therefore, gives the bread a nourishing 
power, a character-if you will-impossible to be obtained 
by ordinary baking. \\ hen the dough has passed through the 
steaming process, it passes on through the famous Ideal Travel
ling Ovens. These are the finest and most up-to-date ovens 
in the world. They were designed 'especially for the Ideal 
Bread Company by Old Country specialists. The latest ad
dition to these wonderful ovens permits them to be heated 
by gas which, too, is the most .modern of the world's heating 
systems. Fr~]ll top to bottom the big Ideal Bread building 
is spotlessly clean. Every nook and corner is beautifully 
flooded with golden sunlight. I nterior walls are tiled in 
~TJ'hite; well in keeping with the scrupulous care taken to as-
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UNGUENTUM 

ASEPTICO 
A scientifically prepared antiseptic healing ointment 

A compound of Boric Acid, Eucalyptol, and 

Zinc Oxide in a special ointment base. 

Aseptico is particularly indicated in burns, cuts, 

scalds, suppurative tumors, and ulcers. 

As a base for incorporating other ingr~dients, Aseptico 

has no equal. 

The J. F. HARTZ CO., Limited 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 

TORONTO 
CANADA 

-JMPiiv0 
MARK 

Waterproof Material 
CONTAINS NO RUBBER WILL NOT DETERIORATE 

CAN BE EASILY CLEANED OR STEAM STERILIZED 

Wears longer - Costs less than rubber 

Write to 9ur Canadian Agents for descriptive circular and 

price list 

The J. F. Hartz Co., Ltd. 
Toronto 

Can. 
E. A. Armstroog IMPERVO Co. 

Watertown, Mass. 
U.S.A. 

J. H. Chapman 
Montreal 
c .. n. 
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sure spotlessness. Upon the sixth £oor, far above the hot 
pavements, is a completely equipped lunch-room. All through 
the building are located innumerable sanitary drinking foun
tains. The last touch to complete the comfort of its employees 
are the rest:·rooms and shower baths. 

FOR THE" HOSPITAL LAUNDRY. 
It was only a few years ago that steam laundry owners be

gan to give any consideration to the many technical difficulties 
that have always 'been present in this remarkable industry. 
To-day this is entirely changed. The utmost consideration is 
110w given to every improvement which will bring more and 
better .patronage to the laundry. The factor of keeping down 
the operating expenses is ever present, and only , the laundry 
owner who carefully considers these important matters may 
hope to silrvi ve. 

Because the Refinite Water Softening System does bring 
to the laundry owner ~ wonderful aid in the more successful 
nnd profitable operation of his plant, the number of users has 
increased with almost incredible rapidity. \\hen Reunite Soft 
"ater is used in the laundry, none of the soap used is consumed 
in the fQrming of soap curd, as is the case with hard water. 
But all of the soap used is employed only in the primary pur
pose for which it is added-namely ·for lifting the dirt. · The 
rich creamy suds which appear a_lrrwst instantly when soap is 
added to Refinite ·water is the proof of this assertion. In 
many instances from fifty to seventy-five per cent. of the soap 
js thus saved. 

In th~ hospital, Refinite Soft \Vater brings about a double 
economy. It prevents the formation of scale in the boiler and 
hot water s.ystem and makes for the highest economy in the 
laundry department. In addition to these important running 
economies Refinite Soft \Vater presents a highly appreciated 
convenience !o patier.t.2l:. _It_ is well known that the replace- -
ment of linens constitutes one of the largest expenses of the 
rnodP.rn hospital. vVhen Refinite .Soft Water is used i::1 the 
laundry department the life o£ the hnens is doubled, and the 
soft new-like finish is a matter of continual delight and com
ment. In the hot water system, Refinite ,Soft Water prevents 
any of the concealed pi ping from becoming clogged with scale. 
The water service is never impaired and costly replacements 
with attendant inconvenience are never necessary. 

PURE TEA 
Institutions, when ·ordering food supplies, should , always 

try and secure only the best in quality. Such being the case, 
the purchasing department of a hospital will be but catering 
to the interest of the patients if they specify Chase and San
born Seal Brand Orange Pekoe when ordering tea. This--<pro
duct is the finest the world's market produces, and is packed 
with the most meticulous care. ' 
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PROTECT 
Your Doctor 
and Yourself 

HILLIPS .. Milk 
Of Magnesia 

SAY "PHILLIPS" to your druggist, or you may not get the 

original Milk of Magnesia prescribed by physicians for SO years. 

Refus·e imitations 9£ genuine "Phillips" 

Ea.ch large SO-cent bottle contains full directions and uses. 

The CHASE HOSPITAL DOLL is over five feet 

tall, made of finely woven stockinet . Is durable. 

waterwroof and sanitary . It has copper reservoir 

which has three tubes leading in ' o it, corresponding 

in location and size to the urethral, vaginal and rectal 

passages. 

Superintendents now using the adul t alze, as illustrat

ed above, will be glad to know-that we m~e several 

llll.&ll models corresponding to a two-month, four

month, one-year and four-year-old baby. 

The 
<C E I8I 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

The CHASE HOSPITAL DOLL and The CHASE 

HOSPITAL BABY . are demonstration manikins--sub

stitutes for the living subject in teachmg the proper care 

of children, the sick and injured. They are the result of 

thirty years of experience and experiment. 

Teaching can best be acc'omplished through sta-ndard

ized equipment. That is why 7 he CHASE HOSPITAL 

DOLL and The CHASE HOSPITAL BABY have 

been in daily use for years all over the world by the 

leading Hospitals, Nurses' Training Schools, Home 

Nursing Classes, Baby Clinics, Mothers' Classes, and 

by visiting Nurses and Baby-Welfare Workers. 

They are made of the best materials obtainable for the 

purpose. They are unusually durable, withstanding 

years of hard usage. And whenever necessary they 

can be repaired and refinished so as to be as good as 

new. The CHASE HOSPITAL DOLL and The 

CHASE HOSPITAL BABY permit of great flexibility 

and wide latitude both in the demonstration and prac

tise of medical, surgical, and hygienal principles. 

Every well-equipped organization engaged in these 

works find it neces~ary to install one or . more of our 

models, as Standard Equipment, in order to accom-

plish the best results. , 

We shaH be pleased to send you· our latest catalQgue. 

§]ID I[ ,. IID.· 
M. J. CHASE 
60 Park Place 
PAWTUCK.ET, R : I. 
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This Vaginal Tampon 
liberates Glycerine 

gradually 

T HE most efficient vaginal tatn
pon is one which, containing 
a high glycerine content; is so compounded that when it is packed around the cervix, the glycerine can be liberated graduaLly, thus prolong· 

ing the beneficial action of depletion. 
Antiphlogistine, used as a Vaginal 

Tampon, not only accomplishes this, hut the large c. p. glycerine content 
of Antiphlogistine, combining with the liquid exudate present, sets up an acceptable degree of heat with 
consequent ease and relief to the patient. 

Use this easy way to make 
this efficient Tampon 

Heat the Antiphlogistine to the re· 
q~ired temperature, place a quantity of it in the centre of a square of 

gauze; as shown ·in Fig. 1; gather the gauze up around the Antiphlogistine, taking care to leave the ends of the 
gauze free so that they may act as a drain as shown in Fig. 2. Use a suit
able speculum, packing the tampon 
snugly around the cervix. 

"Pregnancy-its signs and 
complications" 

is the title of a 16-page booklet free to all Obstetricians and Gynecolo .. 
gists. May we send you one? 

It treats of the acknowledged use 
of Antiphlogistine in Mammary Ab
scess, Phlegmasia Alba Dolens, Mastitis, Post Partum Metritis, Fissured Nipple, Caked Breast, Vulvalar Edema, Hemorrhoids, Retention of 
Urine, Obstinate Neuralgia, Sub-In
voluted Uterus, Adenitis. 

The Denver Chemical Mfg. Company• 
New York, U. S. A. 

Laboratories: London, Sydney, Berlin, Paris, Buenos Aires, Barcelona, Montreal, Wexic<»Citv 

~ ' .. . 

~· 
''P 0 · " rornotes smosts · 

Diagram represents inflamed area. In .tone "C" blood is flowing freely through underlying t~essels. This forms a current away from the Antiphlogistiml, whose liquid contents, there• fore, follow the line of least resistance and enter the circulatio.n through the physical process of endosmosis. In .tone "A"there i• stasis, no CUT• rent tending to ot~ercome Antiphlogistine's hygroscopic property. The line of least resistance for the liquid exudate is therefore, in the direc• tion of the Antiphlogistine. In obedience to the same law exosmosis is goimc on in this .totul, and the excess of ~oisture is thus accounted for. 

Antiphlogistitul Poultice aftn 
application. Center mobt. . Periphery wmuilly d~. 
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An Invitation To Physicians 

Physicians in good standing are cordially invited to 
visit the Battle Creek Sanitarium and Hospital at any 
time for observation and study, orforrestand treatment. 

Special clinics for visiting physicians are conducted in 
connection with the Hospital, Dispensary and various 
laboratories. 

Physicians in good standing are always welcome as 
guests, and accommodations for those who desire to 
make a prolonged stay are furnished at a moderate 
rate. No charge is made to physicians for regular 
medical examination or treatment. Special rates for 
treatment and medical attention are also granted de
pendent members of the physician's family. 

An illustrated booklet telling of the Origin, Purposes 
and Methods of the institution, a copy of the current 
Medical Bulletin, and announcements of clinics, will 
be sent free upon request. 

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM 

Battle Creek Room 271 Michigan 
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Adopted by the Civil and.Military Hospitals of the Allied Countries 
MEDICATION: Intravenous or Intramuscular InJections. 

FRACTIONATEDDOSES:20to30centlgr.eve•·y,days. {fJ to 14 lnj8_ctlo_n• fo,.' courts). MEDIUM DOSES: 30 to 60 centigr. every 6 or 8 days. (8 to 10 ln;ectton• fof" a couf"88}. 
__. RuDJNG IIA rn:R AND sAIIPL~<:s : Etablt• MOUNEYRAT, Villeneuve-la-Garenne (France). 

SoLI: Aa~>rns roR CANADA : ROUOIER Frer~•. 210 Lemoine St., MONTREAL. 

The Ninth Edition 
of our Catalogue 

"E. S. I. Co." Instruments equipped with genuine 
""E. S. I. Co." TUNGSTEN LAMPS 
are indispensable for accurate diagnosis. These 
lamps give maximum illumination with a minimum 
increase in temperature. Be sure the lamps in 
your instruments are genuine "E. S. I. Co." lamps. 

describes and illustrates 
our complete line of in
struments, designed both 
for the work of the special
ist and of the general 
practitioner. A copy will 
be mailed upon request. 

We shall be pleased to mail- a Lamp Sheet on 
request so you can specify lamps by our numbers, 
and avoid any possibility of not getting the 
proper lamps. 
Electro Surgical Instrument Company 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Hygienic Paper Spe-cial ties 
We are manufacturers o/ the following items and would he pleased to 

send you samples on request. 
SPUTUM CUP REFILLS 
POCKET SPUTUM CUPS 
PAPER NAPKINS 
PAPER DRINKING CUPS 

PAPER CUSPIDORS 
PAPER TOWELS 
PAPER TABLECLOTHS 
TONGUE DEPRESSORS 

Stone & F orsyth Co. 
6 7 Kingston St. Boston, Mass., U .S.A. 
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The History of Dunlop Tires during 1923 can be summarized as follows : 

General Value Such as Never Before Known 
in Any Tire. 

Mileage Such as Never Before Obtained From 
any Tire. 

In 1924 we will continue to keep pace with everything that is new and 
worthy in Tiredom the world over, and , also, perpetuate our own endeayors 
to achieve all that is humanly possible in tire betterments as we know them 
after twenty-nine years' experience. 

Ask your dealer about Dunlop 1924 Cord and Fabric Tires. He will tell you:-

11These are the Only Tires you Need" 

D:JNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS CO., LIMITED 

The Buyer's Door ·& 
. Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

Specialists and Manufacturers 
-OF-

Hospital Sanitary Doors 

and Interior Woodwork 
Offices and Mills T t 
366-400 Pacific Ave. OfOll 0 
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Supreme 
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in those points which make for. the 
utmost in quality and purity of 

bakery products. 

You could travel the whole world over and nowhere 
would you find a bakery more scrupulously clean, more 
thoroughly and scientifically equipped than the Ideal 
bakery. 

It has kept apace with science and invention. Improve
ments that add efficiency and further sanitation always 
find a place with us. The latest addition-the gas-fired 
travelling ovens-whereby bread is baked to a nicety 
without the touch of a human hand is the talk of the 
trade all over Canada. 

It is merely a further proof of the progressive ideals 
upon which the Ideal baking business has been based. 
The same high ideal of equipment as we have of quality; 
for Ideal Bread is made from the finest ingredients 
possible to be obtained. 

Ideal 

Knowing this, physicians can confidently 
recommend I deal products to their patients. 

Bread Company Limited 
The most progressive baking firm in the Dominion 

183-193 Dovercourt Rd., Toronto. Lakeside 487 4 



Everything in Cotton Goods 
for the Hospital 

Apparel 
Doctors' coats and pants; oper
ating suits; operating gowns and 
caps; nurses' aprons, caps and 
operating gowns; orderlies' 
suits; maids' uniforms; patien.ts' 
bed gowns; bath robes; ether 
jackets; pneumonia jackets; leg 
holders; cooks' coats, pants, 
aprons and caps, etc. 

Bedding 
Bed sheets, sheeting, draw 
sheets, lethotomy sheets; pil
low slips, circular pillow cot
ton; mattress covers and quilts; 
pillows, etc. 

Sundries 
Towels, bed pan covers, etc. 

MADE IN CANADA 

These are all the highest-grade Made-in-Canada goods, 
and are sold direct to hospitals at very attractive prices. 

Samples of materials, description, sizes, and very 
special prices-"direct to the hospitals"-on request. 

Co:RBETT- CoWLEY 
Limited 

DARLING BUILDING 96 SPADINA AVE. 
TORONTO 

Successors to HUDSON _;PARKER. 
L.lmiiJ 



Nature, Science and Common Sense 
work in harmony where boys and girls 
grow strong and healthy on City Dairy 
Milk. 

We serve more homes than any other 
Dairy in the British Empire. 

We have a yellow wagon on every 
street every morning. 

TRINITY 2040 


